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PASSAGE	-	1
“Even after 60 years of independence it is disgraceful that 

we are yet to put our infrastructure in___1___. There are two 

types of infrastructure in the country. One is the basic 

infrastructure such as water supply, drainage, education 

etc. The other is for comfort such as excellent roads, high 

speed trains etc. We have not ___2___ on either. What is the 

problem? Is it lack of money or funds ? It may not ___3__ be 

so. We simply do not know how to go about things. What we 

have done is that we have ___4___ a number of layers of 

decision making authorities and too ___5___ agencies and 

regulations. We must get a number of ___6___ to get anything 

done. We need leadership not only in politics but also in 

administration. We need definition of our objectives such 

as what we need, why we need, and when we need it. ___7___ 

important point is clarity of ideology. Lastly and most 

importantly identification of a right person for the job is 

___8___. What we need is systematic change. Leadership and 

commitment make all the ___9___ in getting things done. 

There has to be an appreciation that___10___in 

infrastructure delivers a force multiplier for the economy.”

1. (a) organize  (b) place

 (c) vicinity  (d) commitment

2. (a) accomplished (b) attained

 (c) delivered  (d) qualified

3. (a) quietly  (b) inevitably

 (c) because  (d) necessarily

4. (a) created  (b) resulte

 (c) caused  (d) invented

5. (a) great  (b) abundant

 (c) many  (d) much

6. (a) hardships (b) attempt

(c) bribe  (d) clearances

7. (a) Another  (b) Different

(c) Others  (d) Moreover

8. (a) expected  (b)dependent

(c) awaited  (d) essential 

9. (a) basics  (b) similarity

(c) difference  (d) rigidity

10. (a) building  (b) investment

(c) developing (d) generating

PASSAGE	-	2
Smile, they say, and soon there will be miles and miles of 

smiles. If we keep ___1___ourselves and do not mix with 

others, we shall soon be left alone to ponder____2____the 

misfortunes of life. Nobody likes to come across a___3___and 

self-centred person. People____4___gregarious and 

outgoing souls who are prepared to share their Joys and 

sorrows____5____if they have the capacity to laugh 

___6___their problems and miseries. Laughter brings 

people____7___whereas keeping to oneself distances 

people. It has ____8____ been rightly said that laughter is the 

shortest distance between two persons. Once two persons 

_____9____ together, the circle of acquaintance and 

consequently friendship____10____, thus making the world a 

happy place to live in.

1.  (a) by  (b) to

 (c) with  (d) into

2. (a) over  (b) on

 (c) at  (d) upon

3. (a) sad  (b) serious

 (c) glum  (d) selfish

4. (a) like  (b) love

 (c) hate  (d) dislike

5. (a) disappear (b) vanish

 (c) increase  (d) fade out

6. (a) at  (b) over

 (c) away  (d) on

7. (a) close  (b) near

 (c) together  (d) apart

8. (a) hence  (b) so

 (c) however  (d) therefore

9. (a) get  (b) come

 (c) sit  (d) are

10. (a) widens  (b) broadens

 (c) increases  (d) grows
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PASSAGE	-	3
Watermelons ____1____ to India by the 4th century AD. 

Sushruta, the great Indian physician ____2____ wrote 

Sushruta Samhita mentions that watermelons were grown 

____3____ the banks of the river Indus they are also 

mentioned in ancient books. Sushruta calls it as Kalinda or 

Kalinga (hence Kalingad in Marathi). It was _____4____to 

China in the 10th or 11th century and now it is grown 

throughout the tropics. Wild watermelons are____5___ 

compared to cultivated ones; some of which weigh up to 25 

kg. The heaviest fruit weighing 118 kg was produced at 

Hope, Arkansas, USA the state to which President Clinton 

belongs.

1. (a) came  (b) go

 (c) arrived  (d) grew  (e) grow

2. (a) did  (b) when

 (b) certainly  (d) who  (e) whom

3. (a) above  (b) outside

 (c) from  (d) ahead (e) along

4. (a) took  (b) gave

 (c) taken  (d) take  (e) taking

5. (a) heavier  (b) taller

 (c) thinner  (d) smaller (e) shorter

PASSAGE		-	4
The world is celebrating the ___1___ of half a century by the 

multilateral trading _____2___ . Its achievements, in its first 

avatar as GATT and now as the WTO, are undoubtedly 

____3___ . Growth in world trade has been much ____4____ 

than the growth in global output. As the global economy has 

changed, the trading system has been able to ____5___ more 

areas. And, perhaps most importantly, the WTO has not 

only put ____6___ a set of rules but has a dispute 

settlement____7____ that has proved its ability to implement 

the rules. The____8____of the dispute settlement mechanism 

is____9____ from the ___10___ that nations that have had 

decisions going against them belong to both the developed 

and the developing world.

1. (a) turning  (b) jubilee

 (c) jubilation  (d) completion

2. (a) system  (b) organism

 (c) organ  (d) mechanism

3. (a) significant (b) reprehensible

 (c) trash  (d) clumsy

4. (a) faster  (b) better

 (c) landed  (d) ascribed

5. (a) touch  (b) expand

 (c) encompass (d) cover

6. (a) back  (b) on

 (c) together  (d) up

7. (a) policy  (b) project

 (c) machine  (d) mechanism

8. (a) efficacy  (b) justice

 (c) fairness  (d) existence

9. (a) obvious  (b) evident

 (c) known  (d) reliable

10. (a) matter   (b) thing

 (c) proof  (d) fact

PASSAGE	-	5
The skin's worst enemy is the sun. If you avoid ___1___   you 

can ____2___ to prolog the young and ___3___skin. The sun 

___4___deprive the skin of ____5____ hastening the 

appearance of ____6___ line and wrinkles that ___7___ is all 

about. It is ___8___responsible for many skin  ___9____like 

pigmentation, discoloration, freckles and ___10___ skin 

cancer. So, protect the skin with a sunscreen and moisturize 

it daily.

1. (a) extra exposure to the sun (b) much

 (c) additional  (d) excessive

2. (a) aid   (b) help

 (c) assist   (d) make

3. (a) handsomeness of the (b) luxury

 (c) beauty   (d) suppleness

4. (a)can   (b)   may

 (c) shall   (d) will

5. (a) water   (b) dampness

 (c) wetness   (d) moisture

6. (a) these   (b) those

 (c) some   (d) certain

7. (a) agreement  growing (b) increasing

 (c) ageing   (d) mellowing

8. (a) also   (b) besides

 (c) even   (d) possibly

9. (a) itches   (b) illness

 (c) questions   (d) problems

10. (a) a certainly  (b) even

 (c) some   (d) certain
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PASSAGE	-	6
Can we see ___1___the earth is a globe? Yes, we can, when we 

watch a ship that sails out to sea. If we watch closely, we see 

that the ship begins ____2___. The bottom of the ship 

disappears first, and then the ship seems to sink lower and 

lower, ___3____ we can only see the top of the ship, and then 

we see nothing at all. What is hiding the ship from us? It is 

the earth. Stick a pin most of the way into an orange, and 

____4____ turn the orange away from you. You will see the pin 

disappear, ____5___ a ship does on the earth. 

1. (a) if  (b) where

 (c) that  (d) when

2. (a) being disappeared

 (b) to be disappeared

 (c) to have disappeared

 (d) to disappear

3. (a) until  (b) since

 (c) after  (d) by the time

4. (a) reluctantly (b) accidentally

 (c) slowly  (d) passionately

5. (a) the same  (b) alike

 (c) just as  (d) by the way

PASSAGE	-	7
Belief systems are the framework upon which cultures and 

societies function. It is the bond that ____1____civilizations 

together, and it I the small voice ___2____ each of us that 

urges us to be ____3____ to what we have been taught. We 

cannot ____4____ our spiritual teachings from our learning 

nor can we separate our beliefs about who and what we are 

____5____ our values and our behaviours. We ask that 

educational systems ___6____our right to religious freedom 

and our right to live in harmony. Tribal beliefs vary as does 

the ___7____ to which a tribe embraces ____8____ its 

traditional cultural beliefs. ___9____tribal group has distinct 

and unique beliefs that are basic to that tribe's culture. Most 

tribes cling to the old teachings because they know that 

once gone, it means the ____10____ of their culture

1. (a) completes (b) holds

 (c) compels  (d) breaks

2. (a) near  (b) outside

 (c) around  (d) inside

3. (a) true  (b) upright

 (c) graceful  (d) habitual

4. (a) upset  (b) separate

 (c) search  (d) see

5. (a) across  (b) about

 (c) from  (d) on

6. (a) recognize (b) infer

 (c) reach  (d) diminish

7. (a) extent  (b) capacity

 (c) nearness  (d) principle

8. (a) for  (b) its

 (c) about  (d) itself

9. (a) several  (b) all

 (c) one  (d) each

10. (a) mistake  (b) tradition

 (c) death  (d) regeneration

PASSAGE		-	8
A Planning Commission by any other name will ___1____ 

pretty much the same. The government has ____2___ 

announced the successor body to the Planning 

Commission, which had been decommissioned by the 

Prime Minister halfway____3____his first Independence Day 

address. It will be called NITI Aayog (meaning policy 

institution) and is ____4____as a think tank that will service 

both the Centre and the States. Much is made of the new 

body promotion cooperative ____5____ as opposed to the 

top-down approach of the _____6_____commission. This is 

much of a muchness. The new body is ____7____ with, among 

other things, designing planning at the ____8____ of the 

village and monitoring and evaluation of implementation 

of schemes. Both sound decidedly top-down, rather than of 

a call to states to ____9____ in unfettered autonomy. Nor is 

there anything _____10_____within this.

1. (a) stink  (b) smell

 (c) have  (d) call

2. (a) definitely  (b) dubiously

 (c) completely (d) finally

3. (a) stopped  (b) ended

 (c) through  (d) over

4. (a) conceived (b) took

 (c) destroyed  (d) followed

5. (a) goodwill  (b) federation

 (c) effort  (d) intimacy

6. (a) late  (b) lost

 (c) erstwhile  (d) one-time

7. (a) helped  (b) aided

 (c) tasked  (d) assisted
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8. (a) cost  (b) part

 (c) line  (d) level

9. (a) trust  (b) revel

 (c) anguish  (d) level

10. (a) wrong  (b) faulty

 (c) right  (d) mistake

PASSAGE	-	9
After months of colder weather, the days get longer, the 

buds ___1___ in the trees, birds sing, and the world ____2____ a 

green dress. Spring passes ____3____ summer. Everyone 

knows that summer will not ____4____ . The power of all the 

wisest men and women in the world cannot keep it for us. 

The corn becomes ripe, the leaves turn brown and then 

drop to the ground, ___5___ the world changes its green 

dress for a dress of autumn colors. 

1. (a) fall off  (b) take up

 (c) put off  (d) come out

2. (a) looks after (b) puts on

 (c) carries on (d) comes round

3. (a) into  (b) by

 (c) from  (d) on

4. (a) forego  (b) evaluate

 (c) succumb  (d) last

5. (a) yet  (b) therefore

 (c) and  (d) whereas

PASSAGE	-	10
The Ordinance to raise the foreign capital cap in insurance 

from 26% to 49% is not the best way to do it, as it ____1___ 

the parliament___2___. Presumably, however, US President 

Barack Obama's visit explains the government's tearing 

hurry. New Delhi wants to show that it is resolute in ___3____ 

reform. However, it would be naive to expect that foreign 

investors will rush to raise their ___4___ in India joint 

ventures and infuse more funds in the sector that needs lots 

of capital go grow. Investors want certainty in law. Foreign 

partners will ____5____ and watch to see how things pan out 

as an Ordinance is a stopgap arrangement. Eventually, 

Parliament must approve the law.

 The NDA does not have a majority in the RajyaSabha 

and the Opposition must cooperate for the numbers to 

stack up. It has been irresponsible, just as the BJP had been, 

when it refused to cooperate___6___ the UPA government to 

push this reform it had first ___7___. But that's not an excuse 

for the Opposition to now ___8____ the Bill. The select 

committeehas already ___9___ the amendments to the 

insurance law. The Congress should support its passage, 

more so because the NDA is only continuing with many 

policies___10___ of the UPA.

1. (a) encourages (b) circumvents

 (c) hoodwinks (d) evades

2. (a) method  (b) procedure

 (c) inaction  (d) process

3. (a) presuming (b) aggressive

 (c) pushing  (d) hasty

4. (a) stakes  (b) goals

 (c) roles  (d) risks

5. (a) halt  (b) stay

 (c) wait  (d) think

6. (a) for  (b) with

 (c) to  (d) along

7. (a) pressed  (b) intended

 (c) expected  (d) proposed

8. (a) intercept  (b) precede

 (c) block  (d) foot

9. (a) vetted  (b) audited

 (c) weighed  (d) perused

10. (a) actions  (b) drive

 (c) initiatives  (d) dynamism

PASSAGE		-	11
With Rahane batting ___1___ at the other end, Kohli 

gradually regained his ___2___. By the time Johnson 

returned for his next spell, the India vice-captain had 

scored his third century of the tour. He and Rahane were 

well on their way to post the first-ever fourth-wicket 

double-hundred stand at the historic MCG. Johnson was 

welcomed to the crease with three ___3___ pull shots, each 

more ___4___ than the next. It was Johnson who was 

____5____ now. Two balls later, Kohli did what he had been 

doing for the rest of the day. He covered the line of a full 

delivery and punched the ball down the ground. Kohli and 

Rahane ran three. Johnson had ____6____ over a 100 runs 

without a wicket. 

 Suddenly, India lost wickets in a heap. Rahane went 

followed by MS Dhoni and R Ashwin. Another collapse 

seemed _____7____. Kohli batted on to reach 169, his highest 



 Johnson in the last over of the day, with Haddin pulling 

off an acrobatic catch behind the stumps. The MCG 

____8____. But not so much for Johnson's first wicket of 

the Indian innings. Instead, every Indian and Australian 

around the MCG was on his feet, ____9_____and cheering 

Kohli as he walked ____10_____ like a gladiator who's just 

won another battle.

1. (a) immodestly (b) imperiously

 (c) arrogantly (d) snobbishly

2. (a) mien  (b) arousal

 (c) excitement (d) composure

3. (a) spanking  (b) clobbering

 (c) chastising (d) thumping

4. (a) irritating  (b) vexing

 (c) scraping  (d) rasping

5. (a) shattered (b) rattled

 (c) clattered  (d) vibrated

6. (a) conceded (b) repudiated

 (c) refused  (d) disputed

7. (a) expecting (b) nearby

 (c) doubtful  (d) imminent

8. (a) disabled  (b) smattered

 (c) exploded                 (d) crunched

9. (a) applauding             (b) partying

 (c) ranking  (d) raving

10. (a) in  (b) off

 (c) on  (d) over

PASSAGE	-	12
The postal service is the government agency ____1____ 

handles the mail. Its job is ____2____letters and packages 

to people and businesses all over the world. Its goal is to 

see that your mail gets to its destination ____3____ 

possible. People ____4____ the postal service to deliver 

important letters and even valuables, ____5____ time and 

to the right person.

1. (a) the fact that (b) whether

 (c) of which  (d) that

2. (a) being delivered (b) to be delivered

 (c) to deliver (d) having delivered

3. (a) less quickly (b) too quickly

 (c) so quickly that (d) as quickly as

4. (a) back out  (b) check out

 (c) rely on  (d) figure out

5. (a) to  (b) for

 (c) at  (d) on

PASSAGE	-	13
The traditional method of managing credit risk is 
____1___ diversification. Although ____2____ credit risk 

through diversification is effective, institutions are often 

constrained by ____3____ of diversification ____4____ on 

account of limited area of ____5____. During the last few 

years, managing credit risk through selling assets by 

way of securitization has ____6____ in popularity. The 

market for securitised assets has grown _____7_____ in 

the last few years and is expected to grow further in the 
_____8_____ years. This mode of credit risk mitigation is 

most _____9____ to loans with standardised payment 

schedule and similar credit risk characteristics such as 

housing loans, auto loans, credit card receivables, etc. 

Further, shedding loans through securitisation might 
_____10_____ client relationship. In this context, credit 

derivatives provide a new technique for managing credit risk.

1. (a) at  (b) for

 (c) onto  (d) through

2. (a) seeing  (b) mitigating

 (c) watching  (d) affording

3. (a) lack  (b) want

 (c) void  (d) scanty

4. (a) chance  (b) luck

 (c) fortune  (d) opportunities

5. (a) work  (b) dealing

 (c) operations (d) transaction

6. (a) gained  (b) profited

 (c) brought  (d) valued

7. (a) needlessly (b) gigantic

 (c) slowly  (d) impressively

8. (a) past  (b) golden

 (c) futuristic  (d) coming

9. (a) wanted  (b) suited

 (c) desired  (d) popular

10. (a) burn  (b) kill

 (c) promote  (d) damage
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PASSAGE	-	14
In today's world a stable power supply is ____1____ a basic 

necessity, almost a fundamental right. India's ____2_____ 

power shortage is a _____3_____ block to its progress in 

becoming an economic superpower. Toshiba wants to play 

a _____4_____ role in raising India's power generation 

capacity ____5____conventional fixed speed and _____6_____ 

storage hydro power plant. As contributions of renewable 

energy with _____7_____ like solar and wind power are likely 

to rise, ____8_____ excellent option is to ____9____Adjustable 

Speed Pumped Storage schemes which can absorb and 

balance ____10____ in output and frequency. Let us turn 

India from a power-deficient to a power-surplus country.

1. (a) allowed  (b) considered

 (c) pondered  (d) neglected

2. (a) sharp  (b) heavy

 (c) maximum (d) acute

3. (a) building  (b) staggering

 (c) stammering (d) stumbling

4. (a) absolute  (b) firm

 (c) decisive  (d) negative

5. (a) over  (b) through

 (c) beyond  (d) of

6. (a) pumped  (b) fixed

 (c) sent  (d) supplied

7. (a) result  (b) storage

 (c) places  (d) sources

8. (a) next  (b) other

 (c) no  (d) another

9. (a) reject  (b) repudiate

 (c) adopt  (d) seize

10. (a) fluctuation (b) changes

 (c) variation  (d) transformations

PASSAGE	-	15
Petroleum, or crude oil, is one of the world's ____1____ 

natural resources. Plastics, synthetic fibres, and ____2____ 

chemicals are produced from petroleum. It is also used to 

make lubricants and waxes. ____3____ , its most important 

use is as a fuel for heating, for ____4____ electricity, and 

____5____ for powering vehicles.

1. (a) as important (b) most important

 (c) so importantly (d) less importantly

2. (a) much  (b) a lot

 (c) plenty  (d) many

3. (a) therefore  (b) however

 (c) moreover  (d) hence

4. (a) generated (b) to generate

 (c) generating (d) generate

5. (a) decisively  (b) exclusively

 (c) especially  (d) favourably

PASSAGE	-	16
By choosing Jean Tirole for the 2014 Noble prize in 

economics, the Noble Committee tips its hat at regulation of 

economic activity. Tirole has made fundamental ____1____ to 

the branch economics called Industrial Organization, 

which ____2____ insights into regulation, apart from other 

things. ____3____ With degrees in engineering and 

mathematics before getting PhD in economics in 1981, 

Tirole was eminently ___4____ to deploy game theory to 

model the incentives of the government, the regulator and 

the regulated ____5___under different conditions of 

information _____6____ to give a formal, unified basis for 

coherent regulation.

 Newspapers are spared charges of predatory pricing, 

thanks to Tirole's ____7_____ of platform businesses, a case 

of what economists call two-sided markets. Low cover 

prices-TV channels are often free, as are search engines and 

social media platform  go hand in hand with higher 

advertising _____8____. So a business case _____9_____ 

sustained pricing below the cost of production, rather than 

_____10_____ desire to kill the competition. Along with long-

time collaborator Jean-Jacques Laffont, Tirole has used 

formal analysis not only to validate intuitive judgments on 

optimal regulation but also to institute counter-intuitive 

insights.

1. (a) regulation (b) contributions

 (c) convention (d) substitution

2. (a) supply  (b) comply

 (c) furnish  (d) yields

3. (a) taking  (b) having

 (c) armed  (d) strengthened

4. (a) placed  (b) kept

 (c) famous   (d) known

5. (a) scheme  (b) authority

 (c) entity  (d) thing

6. (a) allotment  (b) sharing

 (c) giving  (d) assignment

7. (a) summary  (b) reading

 (c) analysis  (d) abstract
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8. (a) revenue  (b) tariff

 (c) dividends  (d) reward

9. (a) influences (b) provokes

 (c) inspires  (d) motivates

10. (a) no  (b) few

 (c) some  (d) any

PASSAGE	-	17
RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan stresses the need for 

____1____ growth in the country while keeping the 

____2____rate low. “ ____3____ has to be obtained in the 

____4____ way. It is possible to grow too fast with substantial 

stimulus, as we did in 2010 and 2011, only to pay the price 

in higher inflation, higher deficits, and lower growth in 

2013 and 2014, “said Dr. Rajan. However, he said that „India 

is not in the same situation today. “With the world being an 

inhospitable place, said Dr. Rajan, “we have to work hard to 

strengthen our current recovery and put it on a more 

sustainable footing. “For the RBI, however, he said that a 

key ____5____ is to keep inflation low so that “we get 

moderate nominal interest rates that satisfy not just the 

_____6_____ borrowers but also the silent savers.” The RBI 

Governor also stressed the need to ____7_____ up the 

banking system of distressed assets so that it is in a position 

to fund growth again. To improve the environment of the 

financial sector, Dr. Rajan, elaborated on four aspects; the 

need to _____8_____ competition and innovation, create a 

hospitable environment to those who don't belong to the 

club, improve structures for dealing with _____9____ and 

strengthening human capital.“We have to find ways to deal 

with the distress in the banking system,” said Dr. Rajan. 

Regulatory forbearance, where RBI _____10____ its rules on 

classifying bad loans, only makes it easy for banks to 

“extend and pretend” “It is not a solution”.

1. (a) subsequent (b) sustainable

 (c) complete  (d) more

2. (a) base  (b) lending

 (c) inflation  (d) tax

3. (a) development (b) agenda

 (c) literacy  (d) growth

4. (a) right  (b) wrong

 (c) moderate  (d) limited

5. (a) work  (b) task

 (c) element  (d) point

6. (a) dumb  (b) limited

 (c) vocal  (d) extra

7. (a) raise  (b) clean

 (c) grow  (d) wind

8. (a) foster  (b) bring

 (c) create  (d) hold

9. (a) comfort  (b) distress

 (c) pain  (d) stress

10. (a) hardens  (b) strict

 (c) softens  (d) tighten

PASSAGE	-	18
It's nearly spring and it's time to grow plants. Of course, not 

all plants are ____1____in season. This makes it very 

_____2____. to pick the best plants to grow. The good news is 

that there are tons of choices. Do you know that plants can 

grow in nearly every climate? It's true that some plants are 

picky but most are super _____3_____ and only require water, 

dirt and of course sun. This spring is the____4____time to 

start your own garden. There are three amazing plants that 

work in every single climate. The first is spinach. Spinach is 

very easy to grow because it ____5____ water well and can 

stand different levels of heat. The second is carrots. There 

are many types of carrots you can grow. Most carrots are 

very quick to grow and also handle all types of climates as 

well. The third is tomatoes. There are tons of different types 

of tomatoes. It's easy to find the perfect tomato for any 

location. Go plant some plants!

1. (a) actually  (b) today

 (c) currently  (d) actively

2. (a) easy  (b) fun

 (c) stressful  (d) difficult

3. (a) flexible  (b) picky

 (c) divine  (d) cranky

4. (a) worst  (b) best

 (c) perfect   (d) better

5. (a) losses   (b) get rid of

 (c) removes   (d) shakes

PASSAGE	-	19
Occupying a vantage position_____1____as the corridor 

between the____2____part and the rest of the country, west 

Bengal has the unique distinction of stretching from the 

snow-clad ____3____to the rolling wages of the_____4_____and 

covering a lush green charming country in between. 

The_____5____department of the government of Bengal has 

taken the initiative to provide economical accommodation 
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to the budget-conscious tourist traffic. Among the 

_____6____resorts in_____7_____Darjeeling has been a 

favourite with inland as well as foreign tourist. Darjeeling 

travel circuit includes dooras, a stretch of _____8_____ at the 

foothills. The bay of Bengal looks like a crescent near 

coastal_____9____ sunderbans is the legendary forest land, 

the jungle where the royal Bengal____10_____roam.

1. (a) mentally  (b) spiritually

 (c) socially  (d) geographically

2. (a) eastern  (b) western

 (c) northern  (d) southern

3. (a) alps  (b) rocky mountains

 (c) Himalayas (d) great dividing range

4. (a) bay of Bengal (b) Arabian sea

 (c) strait of dover (d) cardigan sea

5. (a) civil aviation (b) health

 (c) telecommunication(d) tourism

6. (a) plateau  (b) hill

 (c) sea  (d) dry

7. (a) Burma  (b) Singapore

 (c) India  (d) China

8. (a) forest  (b) garden

 (c) sea  (d) hills

9. (a) west Bengal (b) Gujrat

 (c) Punjab  (d) Maharastra

10. (a) Horses  (b) elephants

 (c) lions  (d) tigers

PASSAGE	-	20
I am happy to see here the dignitaries representing their 

great countries their presence among us is a symbol 

of____1____in our efforts towards creating a sense of 

brotherhood among man. Our primary objective is 

promoting love and _____2_____we have to work 

towards____3____fear and mistrust. It is an admitted that 

violence is not _____4_____in the present world, peace and 

love are major_____5____of life. They____6____upon each 

other. Each is_____7_____without the other. Peace cannot 

possibly be achieved without____8____in man, the subtle 

feelings of real love for his fellow human beings and this is 

not possible unless man becomes_____9_____of his own 

place in the universe. Human self is a highly important 

_____10_____of human nature.

1. (a) commonality (b)community

 (c) solidarity  (d) sympathy

2. (a) harmony  (b) balance

 (c) correspondence (d) agreement

3. (a) stamping  (b) eradicating

 (c) terminating (d) absolving

4. (a) maintainable (b) workable

 (c) sustainable (d) supportable

5. (a) portion  (b) fixing

 (c) section  (d) ingredients

6. (a) coexistent (b) interdepend

 (c) reliable  (d) symbolic

7. (a) impartial  (b) undone

 (c) unfinished (d) incomplete

8. (a) awaken  (b) realizing

 (c) emerging  (d) arising

9. (a) known  (b) familiar

 (c) aware  (d) acquainted

10. (a) parcel  (b) aspect

 (c) characterization (d) view

PASSAGE	-	21
Starting a ____1____	data entry business is easier than trying 

to work from job to job. Having a business means that 

people will come to your business whenever they need a 

service you ____2____. This also means that instead of having 

to always ____3____ for jobs on freelancing websites, you will 

be able to have clients come to you as needed. One 

important thing to _____4_____ when starting a data entry 

business is that customer service is really important. It's 

hard to get anywhere in the data entry field if you don't 

provide your customers with all the services they need. It's 

important that you take your time to really care for your 

customers completely. Once you are ready to start your 

data entry business it's time to start building a great team. 

You want to have a team that can do a  _____5_____ range of 

tasks so that your business can fill customer's needs. You 

want to always test your team before giving them the task of 

working with a client.

1. (a) complete  (b) half complete

 (c) blank  (d) intact

2.  (a) bid  (b) advance

 (c) refuse  (d) offer

3. (a) assign  (b) apply

 (c) after  (d) appeal

4. (a) forgive  (b)remember

 (c) discount  (d) fail

5. (a) narrow  (b) broad

 (c) wide   (d) open



PASSAGE	-	22
_____1_____ the number of Automated Teller Machines 

(ATMs) has gone up across the country over the last few 

years, customer service levels at ATM centres leave a lot to 

be desired, according to the banking regulator.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI), in a survey of ATMs, has 

found several _____2_____ in services. These relate to 

messages showing insufficient cash and non-availability of 

contact details for lodging complaints at the ATM centres.

Another area of service deficiency related to ATM 

identification numbers not being displayed at the centres, 

causing ____3____ to customers, according to the survey, the 

contents of which were described to this paper by a senior 

official at a public sector bank. Many a time customers do 

not know what to do when money from the account is 

debited, but the cash is not ____4____ from ATMs. In such a 

scenario, displaying clear ____5____ on what the customer 

should do will be of great help. This is a ____6____ issue as 

many bank customers use other-bank ATMs as well as 

White Label ATMs (set up, owned and operated by non-

banks) to withdraw cash. Pointing out that customers 

service at ATMs is not satisfactory, the RBI has urged banks 

to _____7____ the deficiencies that have been _____8_____ in 

the survey. In fact, the National Payments Corporation of 

India had advised its member banks to make a provision in 

the “Customer Complaint Form” _____9____ a request for the 

CCTV images can be raised, if the customer so _____10_____ at 

the time of submitting the complaint form.

1. (a) Nevertheless (b) Still

 (c) After  (d) Though

2. (a) dearth  (b) deficiencies

 (c) failures  (d) scarcity

3. (a) disturbance (b) hindrance

 (c) nuisance  (d) inconvenience

4. (a) Handed out (b) allocated

 (c) dispensed (d) disbursed

5. (a) instructions (b) directions

 (c) information (d) guidance

6. (a) trivial  (b) cogent

 (c) powerful  (d) significant

7. (a) repair  (b) rectify

 (c) amend  (d) redress

8. (a) strengthened (b) improved

 (c) risen  (d) flagged

9. (a) herewith  (b) then

 (c) wherein  (d) where

10. (a) desires  (b) aspire

 (c) need  (d) urge

PASSAGE	-	23
When she appeared on the screen without ____1___cosmetic 

sales declined. When she played a nun, convent enrolments 

____2____ etters were delivered to her, address simply 

“Ingrid Bergman”. industrialist Howard hugs once 

_____3_____every available air ticket from new york to los 

angels to be sure she would accept a seat in his private 

plane. An _____4_____ walked a sheep all the form Sweden to 

Rome as a gift for her. One of the most ___5___women of her 

times ____6____ was never anything but her supremely 

simple self. At the peak of her _____7____ Ingrid insisted on 

taking screen tests and refused leads in favour of lesser but 

more _____8____ roles. When the director told his 

prospective star that they would have to change her name, 

cap her ____9____and plunk her eyebrows, Ingrid threatened 

to return to Sweden. And so the famous_____10_____look was 

born.

1. (a) shoes  (b) hat

 (c) jacket  (d) make-up

2. (a) increased  (b) decreased

 (c) lessened  (d) were same

3. (a) brought  (b) bought

 (c) sold  (d) boarded

4. (a) accountant (b) administrator

 (c) accomplice (d) admire

5. (a) none-descript (b) average

 (c) self-effacing (d) glamorous

6. (a) elizabethylore (b) sophialoren

 (c) marlynmonore (d) ingridbergman

7. (a) freedom  (b) kingdom

 (c) thralldom  (d) stardom

8. (a) monotonous (b) human drum

 (c) boring  (d) challenging

9. (a) nose  (b) cheeks

 (c) ears  (d) teeth

10. (a) unnatural  (b) artificial

 (c) natural  (d) make-up

PASSAGE	-	24
Poetry is the language of the ____1____ and the passions. It 

relates to whatever gives immediate ____2____ or pain to the 

human mind. Poetry is the ____3____ language which the 

hearth ____4____ with nature and itself. He who has ____5____ 

for poetry cannot have much respect for ____6_____, or for 

anything else. Wherever there is a sense of ____7____ or 
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power or _____8____ as in the motion of the sea, in the growth 

of a _____9______ there is ______10___ in its birth.

1. (a) poor  (b) proud

 (c) imagination (d) workers

2. (a) pleasure  (b) relief

 (c) supply  (d) trouble

3. (a) worldly  (b) sad

 (c) everyday  (d) universal

4. (a) hold  (b) demands

 (c) controls  (d) imagines

5. (a) love  (b) contempt

 (c) yearning  (d) lived

6. (a) himself  (b) word at large

 (c) hall  (d) stain

7. (a) drowsiness (b) emptiness

 (c) beauty  (d) death

8. (a) greed  (b) harmony

 (c) degradation (d) corruption

9. (a) insect  (b) diseases

 (c) country  (d) flower

10. (a) novel  (b) play

 (c) poetry  (d) burlesque

PASSAGE	-	25
A man hired a donkey from a merchant. He ____1____ two 

hundred rupees to him for ____2_____ the donkey for a day. It 

was a very hot day and both men wanted to stand in the 

donkey's shadow so they could stay ____3____. But there was 

_____4____ for only one of them. “Go away! I have hired this 

donkey for today so it is my shadow,” said the man. “You 

hired the donkey”, said the owner, “____5____ not his shadow. 

The shadow ____6____ to me.”

They _____7_____ on and on, the hirer saying one thing and 

the owner saying the ____8____. They then _____9____to fight 

and while they were fighting one of them happened to hit 

the donkey. It became so _____10____ that it ran away and 

took its shadow with it!

1.     (a) offer  (b) paid

        (c) contributed (d) saved

2.     (a) presenting (b) borrowing

        (c) going  (d) expressing

3.     (a) low  (b) cool

        (c) shade  (d) over

4.     (a) area  (b) chance

        (c) room  (d) part

5.     (a) yet  (b) so

        (c) then  (d) but

6.     (a) belongs  (b) owns

        (c) looks  (d) connects

7.     (a) going  (b) went

        (c) spent  (d) left

8.     (a) together  (b) extra

        (c) other  (d) additional

9.     (a) sorted  (b) think

        (c) start  (d) began

10.   (a) horrible  (b) afraid

        (c) shock  (d) stunning

PASSAGE	-	26
The____1____of India as an economic superpower is not 

reflected in the _____2____ of life enjoyed by its 1.2 billion 

citizens, according to Human Development Index, which 

_____3_____India very low among 182 countries. In our 

performance-oriented world, measurement issues have 

taken on _____4_____ importance as what we measure affects 

what we do. In fact the French President has established an 

international Commission on the Measurement of 

Economic Performance and Social Progress, Owing to his 

_____5____ and that of others with current state of statistical 

information about the economy and society.

        The big question concerns _____6____ Gross Domestic 

Product Provides a good measure of living standards. In 

many cases, GDP statistics seem to ____7____ that the 

economy is doing far better than most citizens feel it is. 

Moreover, the focus on GDP creates conflicts- while 

political leaders are told to maximise it, citizens also 

demand that _____8____ , be paid to enhancing security, 

reducing air, water and noise pollution all of which actually 

____9____GDP growth. Statistics are _____10_____ to 

summarize what is going on in our complex society, it is 

therefore obvious threat we can't reduce everything to a 

single number -GDP.

1.     (a) pursuit      (b) perception

        (c) conversion  (d) title

2.     (a) quality          (b) spirit

        (c) span  (d) joy

3.     (a) scored                    (b) qualified

        (c) regard   (d) ranked

4.     (a) great                       (b) unduly                   

        (c) trivial  (d) considerably
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5.     (a) confidence (b) belief

        (c) dissatisfaction (d) compliance

6.     (a) unless  (b) because

        (c) against  (d) whether

7.     (a) recommend (b) think

        (c) point  (d) suggest

8.     (a) respect  (b) debt

        (c) attention  (d) expense

9.     (a) lower  (b) attain

        (c) decline  (d) shrunk

10.   (a) difficult  (b) interpret

        (c) reveal  (d) intended

PASSAGE	-	27
In summer people ____1____ to grill because the sun is high 

and the days are much longer. Grill safety is an important 

element to having a great grill party. There are many 

important _____2____ . to remember. The first is _____3_____ a 

grill that is safe and will last at long time outdoors. Buying a 

grill can be a challenging but it can also be fun. There are gas 

grills and charcoal grills as well. For safety, be sure to keep 

all the grill supplies away from children if you get a charcoal 

or a gas grill. Gas grills _____4_____ cost more money over 

time since you need to buy more gas. The food made with a 

gas grill also has a different flavor. The good news is that 

many modern grills work both with charcoal or gas! The 

second factor is to make sure you have cleaning supplies 

and the right tools for your grill. You should have _____5_____ 

tools that keep your hands and arms safe from getting 

burnt. You should also have supplies that allow you to keep 

your grill clean after use. This summer, enjoy grilling with 

safety and fun.

1. (a) hate  (b) enjoy

 (c) love  (d) passionate

2. (a) goodies  (b) particular

 (c) influence  (d) factors

3. (a) getting   (b) losing

 (c) grab  (d) get

4. (a) largely  (b) normally

 (c) never  (d) exactly

5. (a) the common (b) silly

 (c) the wrong (d) the right

PASSAGE	-	28
One of the most brutal features of gender inequality takes 

the form of physical violence against women. The ____1____ 

of such violence is remarkably high, not only in poorer and 

less developed economies but also in wealthy and modern 

societies. Indeed the _____2_____ of battering women even in 

the richest and most developed economies is _____3____ 

high. Turning to India, it must be _____4____ first that the 

frequency of assaults on women is high in the country. To 

that ____5____ general recognition has to be added the 

special role of violence connected with particular ____6____ 

features, such as dowry and economic settlements. Even 

though the numbers involved in violent deaths are____7____ 

by the larger numbers that _____8_____ from _____9_____ of 

healthcare, the crude and brutal nature of this form of 

gender inequality makes it a particularly severe _____10____ 

of the deprivation of women.

1. (a) expectations (b) counting           

 (c) incidence  (d) acceptance

2. (a) frequency (b) occurrence

 (c) event  (d) chance

3. (a) relatively  (b) clearly

 (c) surely  (d) astonishingly

4. (a) accomplished      (b) acknowledged    

 (c) cleared   (d) understand

5. (a) anxiety                (b) terrible               

 (c) surprise  (d) power

6. (a) national                (b) visible                   

 (c) social  (d) personal

7. (a) fewer                    (b) outshine

 (c) lean   (d) dwarfed

8. (a) perish  (b) develop

 (c) spoil  (d) incline

9. (a) omission  (b) attention

 (c) care   (d) effort

10. (a) remark  (b) indication

 (c) happening (d) manifestation
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PASSAGE	-	29
To emancipate woman and make her the equal of man 

remains an impossibility so long as the woman is shut out 

from socially productive labor and restricted to private 

domestic labor. The emancipation of woman will only be 

____1____ when she can take part in production on a large 

social _____2_____ and domestic work no longer claims 

anything but an _____3_____ amount of her time. And only 

now has that become possible through modern large scale 

____4____ which does not merely permit the _____5____ range 

but positively demands.

1. (a) probable  (b) easy

 (c) possible  (d) tuff

2. (a) measure  (b) scale

 (c) proportion (d) measurement

3. (a) precise  (b) insignificant

 (c) unprecedented (d) significant

4. (a) enterprise (b) trade

 (c) industry  (d) business

5. (a) working  (b) employment

 (c) absorption (d) used

PASSAGE	-	30
Everywhere you look these days the ___1___ in Human 

Resources and Employee Communication is ____2____ 

change within organizations. But most of these programs 

_____3____ to achieve their objectives. During ____4____ 

economic times the focus is usually on providing coaching 

on understanding the emotions people go through during 

____5____ helping employees ____6____ with the ___7___ 

emotions of watching colleagues leave, communication 

strategies that  uti l ize management ____8____  to 

communicate face to face with their teams on what is 

happening next in organizational restructures and so on. 

The reason why this ____9____ does not work is because the 

focus is on ____10____ fear, not change.

1. (a) focal  (b) focus

 (c) focused  (d) fortify

2. (a) adjusting  (b) managing

 (c) adoring  (d) cherishing

3. (a) succeed  (b) plot

 (c) fail  (d) fix

4. (a) flourishing (b) bad

 (c) repulsive  (d) repent

5. (a) appraisal  (b) change

 (c) monotony (d) suspension

6. (a) deal  (b) hide

 (c) cover  (d) suspend

7. (a) mixed  (b) complex

 (c) easy  (d) ecstatic

8. (a) quoting  (b) hierarchies

 (c) charts  (d) companies

9. (a) game  (b) appeal

 (c) protests  (d) buildings

10. (a) managing  (b) pacifying

 (c) aggravating (d) soothing

PASSAGE	-	31
Jamshedji Tata is _____1_____ to be the path-finder of modern 

industrial builders. He known as the grandfather of the 

Indian industry for his acumen and enthusiasm. Nobody 

else could have____2____ of the new industries started by 

Jamshedji at that time when industrial _____3_____ and 

revolution was yet to come to India.

Jamshedji's father Nasarvanji Tata used to trade in jute with 

China and Britain. He started _____4____ from India. 

Jamshedji started a clothe mill in nagpur more than 

hundred years ago. At that time almost all the ____5____used 

to come from Lancashire in England. What Jamshedji 

____6____ was praiseworthy.

Jamshedji ____7____ very well that an industrial revolution 

can only be brought in the country by setthing up iron and 

steel industry. _____8____ he did not live to see the industry 

he had in mind, he had done all _____9_____ work. In fact, he 

laid the ground work for it. He had planned the entire teel 

city now known as Jashedpur, complete with streets, roads, 

schools, parks, playgrounds, temples, mosques, churches, 

etc. His ____10____was fulfilled by his sons, Sir Dorabji Tata 

and Sir Ratan Tata, When they started the Tata Iron & Steel 

Factory in 1907 just after three years of his death.

1. (a) rewarded  (b) agreed

 (c) empowered (d) considered

2. (a) absolved  (b) thought

 (c) ventured  (d) set                        

3. (a) imports  (b) acts 

 (c) machinery (d) awakening

4. (a) export  (b) industries

 (c) import                   (d) trade

5. (a) goods  (b) imports

 (c) cloth                       (d) machines
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6. (a) did  (b) dreamt

 (c) agreed  (d) told

7. (a) felt                       (b) advocated

 (c) planned  (d) knew

8. (a) because             (b) although

 (c) surprisingly (d) luckily

9. (a) insignificant (b) complete

 (c) trivial  (d) preliminary

10. (a) need              (b) task

 (c) dream       (d) industry

PASSAGE	32
The king of Rampur was not ____1____the following story 

proves that. Once he paid ____2_____to a town away from his 

capital. The king's staff governing the town welcomed the 

king. As per the king's desire, a _____3____ of the renowned 

people of the town was killed at night. The people ____4____ 

the king and bestowed their praise on him and all sat down 

to listen to _____5____. The king had to tell them. Suddenly 

the lantern gave away. It became very dark. 'Light the 

lantern,! Ordered the king to his servant. Five minutes 

passed.

The king shouted to know why there was _____6_____ in 

lighting the lantern. “my load, I am _____7_____ to lay my hand 

on the match box it is so dark!” replied the servant. Fool! 

Screamed the king _____8_____ if that is the case why 

_____9____ you light the candle first? You can certainly 

_____10_____ the match box with the help of the candle.

1. (a) kind  (b) cruel

 (c) generous  (d) wise

2. (a) homage  (b) visit

 (c) donation  (d) fund

3. (a) meeting  (b) majority

 (c) procession (d) surely

4. (a) bowed  (b) surrendered

 (c) greeted  (d) offered

5. (a) carefully  (b) about

 (c) which  (d) what

6. (a) difficulty  (b) time

 (c) patience  (d) delay

7. (a) unable  (b) looking

 (c) confident  (d) ready

8. (a) loudly  (b) angrily

 (c) anxiously  (d) happily

9. (a) must  (b) should

 (c) don't  (d) did

10. (a) watch  (b) try

 (c) touch  (d) locate

PASSAGE	-	33
____1____ forms of ____2____ and inequality persist even 

today in many places. Subtle forms could not be understand 

____3____ being pursued ____4____ that is because I can not 

____5____ cruder forms of untouchability, let me therefore 

practice more ____6____ and subtle kinds of discrimination. 

It ____7___ work that way. There are ____8____ today which 

are available to the dalits as well as to others. Those are 

____9____ reasoning which does not inform a large number 

of other _____10_____.

1. (a) finer  (b) refined

 (c) clandestine (d) cruder

2. (a) hierarchy  (b) distinction

 (c) injustice  (d) ranking

3. (a) though  (b) as

 (c) nevertheless (d) by

4. (a) openly  (b) consciously

 (c) flagrantly  (d) intelligently

5. (a) take  (b) follow

 (c) commend  (d) pursue

6. (a) deadly  (b) horrendous

 (c) violent  (d) devious

7. (a) does not  (b) does

 (c) invariably (d) often

8. (a) benefits  (b) redresses

 (c) spaces  (d) opportunities

9. (a) marked  (b) divided

 (c) governed  (d) decided

10. (a) areas  (b) models

 (c) avenues  (d) spaces
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PASSAGE	-	34
The food we eat seems to have profound____1____ on our 

health. Although science has made enormous ____2____in 

making food more fit to eat, it has, at the same time, made 

many food unfit to eat. Some research has shown that 

perhaps 80% of all human illnesses are related to diet and 

40% of cancer is related to the diet as ____3____, especially 

cancer of the colon. Different cultures are more prone to 

____4____certain illnesses because of the food that is 

characteristic in these cultures. ____5____food related to 

illness is not a new discovery. In 1945, government  

researchers realized that nitrates and nitrites, commonly 

used to preserve color in meats, and other food additives, 

caused cancer. Yet, these carcinogenic additives remain in 

our food, and it becomes more difficult all the times to know 

which things on the packing labels of processed food are 

helpful or harmful. The additives, which we eat, are not all 

so direct. Famers often give penicillin to beef or poultry, and 

because of this, penicillin has been found in the milk of 

treated cows. Sometimes similar drugs are _____6_____ to 

animals not for medicinal ___7___but for financial____8___. 

The farmers are simply trying to fatten the animals in order 

to ____9_____ a higher price on the market. Although the food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) has tried repeatedly to 

control these procedures, the _____10____ continue.

1. (a) effects  (b) importance 

 (c) significance (d) motion

2. (a) steps   (b) jumps

 (c) lapses  (d) laps

3. (a) such  (b) so

 (c) that  (d) well

4. (a) set  (b) contract

 (c) attract  (d) retract

5. (a) What  (b) This

 (c) Such  (d) That

6. (a) doled out  (b) administered

 (c) extended  (d) cast

7. (a) purposes  (b) objects

 (c) incentives (d) points

8. (a) reasons  (b) clue

 (c) prompts  (d) tenets

9. (a) pass  (b) conquer

 (c) seize  (d) obtain

10. (a) operations (b) practices

 (c) questions  (d) issues

PASSAGE	-	35
Harry potter is a series of seven fantasy novels written 

____1____ British author J.K. Rowling. The books chronicle 

the adventures of the adolescent wizard Harry potter, 

together _____2_____ Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger, 

his friends from the Hogwarts school of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry. The story _____3_____ around Harry's struggle 

against the  evil wizard Lord Voldemort, who killed Harry's 

parents in his quest to conquer, called “muggles” to his evil 

rule.

Since the 1997 _____4____ of the first novel- Harry potter and 

the philosopher's stone, which was retitled  Harry potter 

and the Sorcerer's stone in the United States, the books 

have ____5____ immense popularity, critical acclaim and 

commercial success worldwide.

The series has sold ____6____ then 400 million copies and 

has been translated into 67 languages, and the last four 

books have consecutively ____7____ records as the fastest-

selling books in history.

Thus far, the first five books have been made into a series of 

_____8_____ pictures by Warner  Bros and have become one 

of the highest grossing film series of ____9____ time.

The series, in ____10____, has also originated much tie-in 

merchandise, such as eight video games, an iPod, as the 

licensing of more than 400 additional Harry potter 

products.

1. (a) for   (b) by    

 (c) in  (d) about

2. (a) among   (b) hidden  

 (c) with  (d) concerning

3. (a) situates   (b) centers

 (c) concerns  (d) mills

4. (a) opening   (b) published  

 (c) editorial   (d) release

5. (a) gained   (b) won  

 (c) got  (d) receive

6. (a) fewer   (b) more

 (c) over   (d) close to

7. (a) had   (b) put   

 (c) taken   (d) set

8. (a) motion   (b) movie

 (c) films  (d) moving

9. (a) the   (b) every

 (c) all   (d) each

10. (a) change   (b) turn

 (c) after   (d) exchange 
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PASSAGE	-	36
Eclipses are powerful catalysts for emotional and spiritual 

growth. During a solar eclipse, the emotion-stirring light of 

the moon momentary takes___1___over affairs on the earth. 

During a lunar eclipse, the ____2____ of the light of the sun 

momentarily dominate earthly ___3___ in both cases, the 

earth's magnetic field temporally goes out of balance 

because the normal gravitational pull of the sun and moon 

together is temporally ____4____ weather patterns are 

disturbed and clouds rain and windstorms are common 

____5___ to the eclipse cycle, especially in the few days 

____6____ an eclipse. After an eclipse is completed earthly 

affairs ____7____ return to the way they were before in both 

subtle and ____8____ ways further more when the energetic 

point of an eclipse is ____9____ in the future. The issues 

triggered by earlier eclipses are ___10____.

1. (a) precedence (b) domination

 (c) action  (d) control

2. (a) rays  (b) light

 (c) irrational  (d) rational

3. (a) life  (b) affairs

 (c) being  (d) creature

4. (a) high  (b) disturbed

 (c) chocked  (d) violent

5. (a) phenomena (b) repercussions

 (c) reactions  (d) expression

6. (a) after  (b) following

 (c) during  (d) preceding

7. (a) usually  (b) often

 (c) seldom  (d) never

8. (a) obvious  (b) clandestine

 (c) covert  (d) overt

9. (a) ignited  (b) excited

 (c) enervated (d) revisited

10. (a) depression (b) activated

 (c) marooned (d) accounted

PASSAGE	-	37
It is not proper to damn a system without understanding it. 

The Indian bureaucracy may be as bad after all, as it is made 

out to be. Times without number, it has ____1____ that our 

bureaucrat is a ____2____ creature who has the habit of 

sitting ____3____ the files and also happens to sleep ____4____ 

the remainders. What is worse is he ____5____ his own word.

1. (a) declared  (b) proclaim

 (c) said  (d) pronounced

2. (a) strange  (b) sober

 (c) sophisticated (d) solid

3. (a) on  (b) at

 (c) by  (d) with

4. (a) off  (b) by

 (c) away  (d) over

5. (a) minces  (b) eats

 (c) minds  (d) shuffles

PASSAGE	-	38
An ____1____ of anything you eat or drink is bad for you. The 

danger of drinking ____2____ in excessive amount is that it 

has many indirect effects that makes you ____3____ to a lot of 

different diseases. Some form of ____4____ is common 

among people who drink heavily. Alcohol _____5____ the 

appetite. It provides ____6____ that have no nutrient content. 

From a purely _____7_____ point of view one is better off 

drinking beer or ever wine, than one is drinking the hard 

stuff. But even the ____8____ that have nutritious ingredients 

are not as ____9____ for you as the drinks that are without 

any alcohol. Drinking is something you should not do 

____10____ the desired limit.

1. (a) recess  (b) process

 (c) excess  (d) confess

2. (a) water  (b) lemonade

 (c) milk  (d) alcohol

3. (a) substitute (b) subterfuge

 (c) susceptible (d) suffuse

4. (a) malnutrition (b) maladjustment

 (c) malpractice (d) malabsorption

5. (a) aggravates (b) increases

 (c) dulls  (d) produces

6. (a) vitamins  (b) proteins

 (c) carbohydrates (d) calories

7. (a) social  (b) spiritual

 (c) mental  (d) nutritional

8. (a) meat  (b) fish

 (c) chicken  (d) drinks

9. (a) unhealthy (b) healthy

 (c) bad  (d) unusual

10. (a) because  (b) behind

 (c) above  (d) below
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PASSAGE	-	39
Halloween is celebrated on the night October 31.  The 

world Halloween is a shortening of All Hallows' Evening 

also ____1____ as Hallowe'en or All Hallows' Eve. Halloween 

has its ____2____ in the ancient Celtic festival Samhain. The 

festival of Samhain is a celebration at the end of the harvest 

season. The Celtic people believed that on October 31, the 

boundaries ____3____ the world of the living and the dead 

became thinner and the deceased could visit the ____4____on 

this special evening. In ancient times, the festival frequently 

involved lighting bonfires. It was ____5____ that the fires 

warded off evil spirits. People often worn animal masks or 

scary costumers in an ____6____ to mimic the spirits, scare 

them away or appease them. On this night, it was also 

customary to leave cakes, fruits or nuts as a gift or offering 

to the spirits. This tradition lead ____7____ what we know 

today as “Trick or Treating”.

During Samhain,  the Irish carved turnips and placed a 

candle ____8____  of them to trick or scare off evil spirits. 

When Irish ____9____ went to America, they quickly found 

out that there weren't as many turnips there, and pumpkins 

were bigger and better to carve scary____10___on!

1. (a) called   (b) know 

 (c) renown   (d) knew

2. (a) original   (b) originated  

 (c) origins   (d) originally

3. (a) between  (b) among 

 (c) close   (d) surround

4. (a) lives   (b) dead  

 (c) relations   (d) living

5. (a) believes   (b) thoughts  

 (c) believed  (d) believe

6. (a) attempt   (b) argument

 (c)exemption (d) idea 

7. (a) in   (b) to   

 (c) about   (d) with

8. (a) outside   (b) inside  

 (c) into   (d) with

9. (a) emigrants  (b) migration

 (c) immigrates  (d) immigrants

10. (a) facets   (b) facades

 (c) faces   (d) smile

PASSAGE	-	40
Chess is certainly one of the oldest games in the world, and 

perhaps also the most widespread. No matter where are 

you go, it is ____1___  that you will be able to find someone 

living there who plays, or at least knows ____2____, chess, But 

the ____3____of chess remain shrouded in mystery, and 

various writers have ____4____ the invention of the game to 

virtually every one of the great early civilizations.

A careful _____5____ at the competing claims, however, 

reveals that India at around 550 A.D. may in fact be the 

strongest _____6____. A Persian poem written in A.D. 

declares that chess came to Persia from India, and before 

550 A.D. there are no specific reference to the ____7____ in 

any literature whatsoever.

In India, chess was called chaturanga, meaning "four parts." 

The name ____8____ to the four army divisions which were 

standard at the time: foot soldiers, cavalry, chariots, and 

elephants. Such terminology confirms ____9____ all doubt 

that chess was ____10___ an abstract representation of war 

from the outset. Over the following centuries, like a true 

conqueror, chess spread across the globe, becoming ever 

more popular even as earthly empires rose and fell.

1. (a) probably  (b) surely

 (c) likely  (d) undoubtedly

2. (a) how  (b) that

 (c) of  (d) about

3. (a) beginners (b) initials

 (c) births  (d) origins

4. (a) attributed (b) claimed

 (c) explained  (d) reported

5. (a) study  (b) examination

 (c) look  (d) consideration

6. (a) applicant  (b) candidate

 (c) player  (d) inventor

7. (a) game  (b) poem

 (c) country  (d) Persians

8. (a) describes  (b) refers

 (c) responds  (d) equals

9. (a) above  (b) without

 (c) beyond  (d) in

10. (a) designed  (b) thought

 (c) considered (d) known
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PASSAGE	-	41
The estimated four million A Americans suffering from 

Alzheimer's disease may someday get help from two novel 

treatments: a nasal spray and a common ingredient of 

Indian food. Both seem to prevent the sticky accumulations 

of a brain protein that ultimately ____1____ to nerve 

degeneration and memory loss.

Researchers have developed a vaccine to stop the damaging 

protein, beta-amyloid, ____2____ piling up as plaque in the 

brain. The vaccine, ____3____sprayed into the nose, instructs 

the immune system to produce antibodies ____4____ attach 

to the rogue proteins and neutralize them. When the 

researchers tested the vaccine on mice that had ____5____ 

genetically altered to simulate the onset of Alzheimer's the 

rate of plaque formation ____6____ by 75 percent.

It may be years before a nasal vaccine passes through 

clinical trials, ____7____ another study points to a more 

immediate, and appetizing, potential therapy. A second 

group of researchers found ____8___ diets rich in curcumin, a 

compound in the curry spice turmeric, reduced the 

accumulations of beta-amyloid protein in rat brains. Rats 

____9____ with curcumin also performed ____10____ on 

memory- dependent maze tests than rats on normal diets. 

The finding may explain why in India, where foods are 

loaded with turmeric, just 10 percent of people over 65 

contract Alzheimer's  the lowest incidence of the disease 

worldwide.

1. (a) lead  (b) has

 (c) due  (d) result

2. (a) when  (b) that

 (c) which  (d) from

3. (a) which  (b) was

 (c) when  (d) that

4. (a) and  (b) that

 (c) to  (d) or

5. (a) to  (b) undergone

 (c) them  (d) been

6. (a) plunged  (b) rose

 (c) down  (d) falling

7. (a) but  (b) because

 (c) while  (d) so

8. (a) their  (b) which

 (c)  when  (d) that

9. (a) cured  (b) treated

 (c) healed  (d) dealing

10. (a) well  (b) worse

 (c) better  (d) less

PASSAGE	-	42
Almost everyone has heard of Las Vegas, Nevada. _____1____ 

as famous as the town is, few people know ____2____ at all 

about the town's early history.

The Las Vegas Valley was ____3____ in December 1829 by 

Rafael Rivera, A Mexican scout who was looking for a new 

trade route ____4___ Santa Fe and Los Angeles. The ____5____ 

importance was immediately appreciated, and ____6___ 

became one of the critical links in the "Old Spanish Trail," 

which was used ____7____ by pioneers and traders until 

1849. In 1905 a railroad company founded the town of Las 

Vegas, ____8____ was used first as a kind of supply base for 

railroad workers and then, from 1931-1935, as a place to 

____9____ builders who were ___10____ on the nearby Hoover 

Dam. Meanwhile, in 1930, the Nevada state legislature 

passed a bill that made gambling legal in Nevada. In 

subsequent years, people began pouring into the state to 

try their luck.

1. (a) despite  (b) just

 (c) but  (d) now

2. (a) that  (b) if

 (c) it  (d) anything

3. (a) invented  (b) discovered

 (c) conceived  (d) built

4. (a) between  (b) for

 (c) over  (d) from

5. (a) scout's  (b) trade's

 (c) town's  (d) valley's

6. (a) he  (b) it

 (c) they  (d) had

7. (a) extremely (b) extensively

 (c) expansively (d) excessively

8. (a) but  (b) where

 (c) which  (d) it

9. (a) store  (b) occupy

 (c) house  (d) reside

10. (a) working  (b) employing

 (c) building  (d) living
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PASSAGE	-	43
Goal setting is not an easy_____1____. It ____2____ 

considerable___3___and dedication to sit down and work 

your way through each step. It also takes a sincere belief in 

the value of your goal and in your____4____to reach it. Goal 

setting is a ____5____ exercise that activates the natural 

success system ______6___ you. It engages your inner power 

and resourcefulness much like a car's transmission 

engages the____7___ when it is shifted out of neutral. A big 

challenging goal causes the creative juices in you to 

____8____. You'll find renewed energy; dedication and 

enthusiasm as you head down the path you have ____9_____. 

Remember, the size of your goal is determined by the 

____10____ of your belief.

1. (a) practice   (b) job

 (c) exercise  (d) work

2. (a) commands  (b) reinforces

 (c) disregards  (d) requires

3. (a) effort   (b) attempt 

 (c) will-power  (d) desire

4. (a) ability   (b) efforts 

 (c) struggle   (d) capacity

5. (a) physical   (b) bodily

 (c) thinking  (d) spiritual  

6. (a) of  (b) inside

 (c) among  (d) within

7. (a) brake  (b) speed 

 (c) engine   (d) gear 

8. (a) blow  (b) emerge

 (c) flow  (d) activate

9. (a) chosen  (b) got

 (c) invented  (d) marked

10. (a) ability  (b) size

 (c) scope  (d) limits

PASSAGE	-	44
Whose fault is it if the citizens of this country are 

increasingly____1____with the performance of the men and 

women they elect to parliament and to the legislatures? And 

if they believe that the ____2____ don't do very much other 

than ____3___ each other down and ____4____ proceedings 

long enough to have the ____5____ adjourned, day after day? 

Is it the _____6____ of the reporters and TV cameras which 

report little else, or of the honourable members who create 

the ___7____ in the first place? Do the latters stand up and 

make a ______8____of themselves because the TV cameras are 

there to give them 20 seconds of ____9____? of does a mentally 

lazy media stop at covering disruption and disorder 

because its sense of news is __10__ ?

1. (a) enamoured (b) disenchanted

 (c) fascinated (d) oblivious

2. (a) people  (b) elections

 (c) leader  (d) latter

3. (a) shout  (b) cow

 (c) look  (d) show

4. (a) obviate  (b) stall

 (c) hijack  (d) disrupt

5. (a) meeting  (b) house

 (c) parliament (d) motion

6. (a) duty  (b) morality

 (c) fault  (d) obligation

7. (a) scene  (b) house

 (c) ruckus  (d) environment

8. (a) spectacle  (b) show

 (c) scene  (d) jeopardy

9. (a) coverage  (b) telecast

 (c) broadcast  (d) fame

10. (a) spoiled  (b) warped

 (c) unjust  (d) accurate

PASSAGE	-	45
Despite the wealth of information campaigns telling people 

about warning and its causes, most people yet to realize 

how severe the problem is. Coming climate changes could 

alter as ___1___ as one third of plant and animal habitats 
nd___2___ the end of the 22  century. These changes could in 

___3___ cause widespread extinctions among plant and 

animal ___4___ around the globe.

Coastal and island are perhaps in the greatest danger 

___5___ they face the combined threats of warming oceans 

and rising sea ___6___. As habitats change, many animals 

will come ___7___ intense pressure to find more suitable 

homes for themselves. Mass ___8___ of at least some animals 

are certainly to be expected, but the fact remains that many 

animals will simple not be able to move fast enough.

Such dire predictions may sound alarmist, but they are 

based on the rather moderate estimate that the amount of 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will double by 2100. 

Many scientists believe, however, that this figure is actually 

very ___9___, and they claim that a tripling is far more 

realistic. If they are ____10____. the effects on nature will 
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1. (a) well  (b) long

 (c) much  (d) far

2. (a) at  (b) by

 (c) until  (d) since

3. (a) turn  (b) result

 (c) order  (d)line

4. (a) types  (c) genres

 (b) categories (d) species

5. (a) although  (b) since

 (c)  providing (d) therefore

6. (a) heights  (b) altitudes

 (c) levels  (d) tides

7. (a) from  (b) under

 (c) across  (d) by

8. (a) migrations (b) emigration

 (c) immigration (d) extinctions

9. (a) conservative (b) underscored

 (c) overestimated (d) inaccurate

10. (a) unfortunate (b)  erroneous

 (c) perceptive (d)  correct

PASSAGE	-	46
Somehow, more than two thousand years ago, ancient 

humans in Mesoamerica" figured out the secret of cacao 

beans. If you scoop them from the pod with their pulp, let 

them ferment and dry in the sun, then roast them over a 

gentle fire, ___1___ extraordinary happens. They become 

chocolaty. And if you then grind and press the beans, you 

___2____ a rich, crumbly, chocolate-brown paste: chocolate 

in its most pure and simple ___3___. The Mayas and Aztecs 

revered this chocolate, ___4___ they combined with water 

and spices to create tasty concoctions. Long after Spanish 
thexplores ____5____ the beverage to Europe in the 16  

century, chocolate retained an____6___of aristocratic luxury.

In the last two hundred years, an eye blink in chocolate's 

history, the bean has been totally democratized. ___7___ 

from an elitist drink into familiar candy bars, cocoa 

powders, candies, and baked goods. Indeed, chocolate is 

becoming ___8___more popular worldwide, with new 

markets opening up in Eastern Europe and Asia. But that's 

both good ___9___ and bad. While farmers are producing 

record numbers of cacao beans, some experts believe that 

that's just not enough to keep pace with global ____10____. 

What's worse is that cacao faces not only dwindling 

habitats but also the threat of devastating diseases. Has 

chocolate become a victim of its own success? Is it in 

trouble?

1. (a) and  (b) something

 (c) then  (d) an

2. (a) possess  (b) construct

 (c) obtain  (d) require

3. (a) formation (b) format

 (c) form  (d) formula

4. (a) while  (b) so

 (c) but   (d) which

5. (a) introduced (b) announced

 (c) revealed  (d) discovered

6. (a) aroma  (b) aura

 (c) ascent  (d) appreciation

7. (a) transported (b) transformed

 (c) transferred (d) transmitted

8. (a) ever  (b) always

 (c) quite  (d) so

9. (a) business  (b) chocolate

 (c) sense  (d) news

10. (a) warming  (b) marketing

 (c) supply  (d) demand

PASSAGE	-	47
Adult tigers will meet socially only during courtship, when 

a male and female stay together for several days. After 

successful mating, the tigress will ____1____ away the male to 

____2____ the cubs by herself. Cubs are born blind after a 

gestation period of ____3____ 96 and 104 days. ___4____ their 

eyes open after two weeks, they do not begin to ____5____ 

well until the second month. At this stage, they are left 

___6____ to predators like jackals and hyenas ____7____ they 

are left alone for long periods when the tigress is away 

hunting, Infant mortality is ___8____ high; a tigress ____9____ 

raises more than one cub per litter successfully. She will 

keep her ___10____ with her for almost two years, teaching 

them everything necessary to perfect their survival skills. 

At the end of this time, she will gently push them away so 

that she is free to search out a new mate and begin the 

breeding cycle anew.

1. (a) run  (b) throw

 (c) give  (d) drive

2. (a) rear  (b) lift

 (c) grow  (d) develop

3. (a) from  (b) just

 (c) between  (d) roughly

4. (a) when  (b) although
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5. (a) walk  (b) see

 (c)  eat  (d) sleep

6. (a) averse  (b) subject

 (c) vulnerable (d) inclined

7. (a) and  (b) so

 (c) however  (d) as

8. (a) therefore  (b) so

 (c) not  (d) too

9. (a) seldom  (b) that

 (c) usually  (d) only

10. (a) newborn  (b) descendant

 (c) offspring  (d) cub

PASSAGE	-	48
Speech is great blessings but it can also be great ___1___ for 

while it helps us to make our intentions and ____2____ 

known to our fellows, it can also if we use it carelessly, make 

our attitude completely misunderstood. A ____3____ of the 

tongue, the use of unusual word, or of an ambiguous word, 

and so on, may create an ___4___ where we had hoped to win 

a friend. Again, different classes of people use different 

____5___ and the ordinary speech of an educated may strike 

an uneducated listener as ____6____.Unwittingly, we ___7___ 

use a word which bears a different meaning to our listener 

from what it does to men of our own class ___8___ speech is 

not a gift to use lightly without thought, but one which 

demands ____9___ handling. Only a fool will express himself 

___10___ to all kinds and conditions to men.

1. (a) boon  (b) curse

 (c) windfall  (d) profit

2. (a) desires  (b) guidelines

 (c) proofs  (d) secrets

3. (a) nail  (b) foray

 (c) slip  (d) abuse

4. (a) enemies  (b) amity

 (c) fraternity  (d) enemy

5. (a) vocabularies (b) lexicon

 (c) speeches  (d) diction

6. (a) glitzy  (b) pompous

 (c) genial  (d) gregarious

7. (a) ought to  (b) need

 (c) may  (d) dare

8. (a) thus  (b) rather

 (c) although  (d) though

9. (a) congenial  (b) careful

 (c) good  (d) nicely

10. (a) like  (b) unlike

 (c) alike  (d) likely

PASSAGE	-	49
Warmer weather and abnormally mild winters may bode 

well for orange growers, but they also encourage the 

proliferation of mosquitoes that carry diseases such as 

malaria and dengue fever. The incidence of infectious 

diseases is already on the ____1____ in the United States, and 

____2____ are occurring in areas previously too cold for 

____3___ to inhabit. In recent years, cases of Malaria have 

been ____4____ as far north as Michigan, New Jersey, and 

New York, and a recent study by the Center for Disease 

Control and Prevention ____5____ that the proliferation of 

disease-carrying mosquitoes ____6____ increase the 

percentage of the world's population at risk from malaria 

from 42 percent to 60 percent.

In ___7___, lethal heat waves, such as the 1995 event that 

___8___ over 700 people in Chicago alone, will be ___9___ 

deadly consequence of global warming. As temperatures 

rise, major cities around the world could ___10____ 

thousands of heat-related deaths annually.

1. (a) go  (b) way

 (c) air  (d) rise

2. (a) outbursts  (b) outcomes

 (c) outbreaks (d) outgrowths

3. (a) diseases  (b) mosquitoes

 (c) people  (d) winters

4. (a)  observing (b)  opened

 (c) reported  (d) suffering

5. (a) recommends (b) suggests

 (c) believes  (d) prefers

6. (a) to  (b) that

 (c) and  (d) could

7. (a) addition  (b) total

 (c) conclusion (d) general

8. (a) terminated (b) killed

 (c) assassinated (d) executed

9. (a) more  (b) further

 (c) another  (d) increasingly

10. (a) experience (b) develop

 (c) cause  (d) produce
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PASSAGE	-	50
In 1893, Lokmanya tilak converted the ganpati festival into 

a public ceremony. He campaigned ____1____ the wide 

circulation of his public celebration throughout 

Maharastra. It was ____2____ this festival that he could advise 

public places to the nationalist movement. The desired 

publicity of this festival was further ____3____ by shivaji 

festival. It was inaugurated in honour of chhatrapati 

shivajji, the greatest Maratha king, in the ____4____ of several 

thousand people. In the activity the marathas were 

_____5____ and this helped a lot in mounting an attack on the 

British rule.

1. (a) towards  (b) for

 (c) with  (d) withstanding

2. (a) through  (b) from

 (c) before  (d) indeed

3. (a) decided  (b) display

 (c) generated (d) manifested

4. (a) protest  (b) honour

 (c) service  (d) presence

5. (a) absent  (b) defeated

 (c) neglected  (d) glorified

PASSAGE	-	51
Two children may have ____1____ IQ scores ___2___ they may 

be poles ____3___ with regard to each and every aspect of 

their behaviour. Parents fail to recognize this simple truth 

and _____4_____ to make unjustified ___5___ between 

children.

1. (a) two  (b) different

 (c) one  (d) identical

2. (a) since  (b) yet

 (c) as  (d) when

3. (a) ahead  (b) about

 (c) apart  (d) as

4. (a) continue  (b) starts

 (c) beginning  (d) opened

5. (a) similarities (b) differences 

 (c) demands  (d) comparisons

PASSAGE	-	52
No one can escape the routine ____1____ of contemporary 

life. The ____2____ produced by the struggle for survival, 

____3____demands and diminishing possibilities of ____4___ 

not only is the individual corralled in by quotidian 

schedules and ____5____but she/he is also assailed by the 

___6____offast moving global events, the fear of accidents, 

epidemics, breakdowns, terrorist strike. And artists, who 

require a sense of ___7___and continuous attention to their 

___8____ more than most people. Are not ____9____to this 

pervasive _____10____.

1. (a) schedule  (b) oppressions

 (c) toil  (d) hardships

2. (a) frustration (b) fatigue

 (c) difficulties (d) stress

3. (a) growing  (b) increasing

 (c) multiplying (d) heightening

4. (a) success  (b) luck

 (c) completion (d) serenity

5. (a) deadlocks (b) routine

 (c) deadlines  (d) workloads

6. (a) chains  (b) strings

 (c) pace  (d) pressure

7. (a) withdrawal (b) commitment

 (c) possession (d) probity

8. (a) goal  (b) work

 (c) mission  (d) craft

9. (a) immune  (b) indifferent

 (c) reluctant  (d) disposed

10. (a) effect  (b) danger

 (c) influence  (d) malady

PASSAGE	-	53
Biotechnology in one form or another has flourished since 

prehistoric times. When the first human beings realized 

that they could plant their own crops and breed their own 

animals, they were acting as biotechnologists. From the 

moment they _____1____ that fruit juices fermented into 

wine, and that milk could be _____2____ into cheese or 

yogurt, and that beer could be made ____3____ fermenting 

solutions of malt and hops, they began to apply the ____4____ 

of biotechnology. So too did the first bakers when they 

found that they could make a soft, spongy bread ____5____ 

that a firm, thin cracker... and the first animal breeders 

when they realized that different physical trait could be 
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either magnified or lost by ____6_____appropriate pairs of 

animals.

What then is biotechnology in the modern would? The 

_____7____ brings to mind many different things. Some think 

of developing new types of animals. Others ____8____ of 

producing almost unlimited quantities of therapeutic 

drugs. ____9____ others envision the _____10____ of growing 

crops that are more nutritious and naturally pest-resistant 

to feed a rapidly growing world population. The question 

elicits almost as many responses as there are people to 

whom the question can be posed.

1. (a) claimed  (b) heard

 (c) implied  (d) discovered

2. (a) transferred (b) exchanged

 (c) converted (d) reformed

3. (a) into  (b) by

 (c) from  (d) of

4. (a) technicalities (b) principles

 (c) ideals  (d) values

5. (a) quicker  (b) other

 (c) rather  (d) more

6. (a) mixing  (b) cloning

 (c) raising  (d) mating

7. (a) term  (b) condition

 (c) definition  (d) expression

8. (a) wonder  (b) dream

 (c) fantasize  (d) imagine

9. (a) still  (b) the

 (c) even  (d) while

10. (a) probability (b) capacity

 (c) possibility (d) opportunity

PASSAGE	-	54
Because they are so sensitive to environmental changes, 

frogs are a sort of ecological "canary in a coal mine." In other 

____1____,their disappearance is often the first warning sign 

of negative environmental effects. The rapid worldwide 

disappearance of many species of frogs is a serious ____2____ 

that something is ____3___ very wrong on our planet.

What ____4____ is causing these problems in our frog 

populations? Researchers are still ____5____ from finding 

any definitive answers. For one thing, ____6____ are several 

other facts to ____7___ into account. ____8____ all species of 

amphibians are in trouble. Up until now, for instance, 

salamanders seemed to be doing fine ____9____ to frogs. And 

some species of frogs are actually increasing in numbers 

____10____ than decreasing. This suggests that the frog crisis 

is not the result of a single planet-wide phenomenon. 

Instead, several factors have probably combined to 

contribute to the problem.

1. (a) words  (b) times

 (c) ways  (d) places

2. (a) evidence  (b) indication

 (c) problem  (d) symptom

3. (a) happening (b) becoming

 (c) going  (d) turning

4. (a) concisely  (b) approximately

 (c) inevitably  (d) exactly

5. (a) far  (b) tired

 (c) prevented (d) suffering

6. (a) they  (b) there

 (c) included  (d) missing

7. (a) consider  (b) look

 (c) keep  (d) take

8. (a) not  (b) nearly

 (c) and  (d) above

9. (a) comparing (b) comparison

 (c) compared (d) comparable

10. (a) more  (b) rather

 (c) better  (d) other

PASSAGE	-	55
Ulcers are not exclusive to stress ridden males. Women and 

babies are also likely victims of the ____1____ affliction. The 

stomach is lined with cells which ____2____ potent acids and 

pepsins that digest food. Food then promptly ____3____ the 

acid. Whenever we feel hungry see or smell food, or become 

anxious or angry, impulses are ____4___ by a nerve to 

stimulate stomach secretion. Thus if we are tense most of 

the time ____5____ are flooding our stomachs all the time. In 

the ____6___ of food, these digestive juices form a crator like 

sore called peptic ulcer, Doctors have proved that stress 

plays an ____7___ role in ulcers ___8___ stress there are other 

factors that predispose one to ulcer. Ulcers are more 

frequent in persons in with blood group O, probably 

because their saliva ____9____ a chemical which protects the 

inner lining of the stomach. Chronic smoking or tobacco 

chewing and alcohol also can lead to ____10____.

1. (a) harmless  (b) benign

 (c) common  (d) contagious
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2. (a) secrete  (b) destroy

 (c) digest  (d) absorb

3. (a) increases  (b) neutralizes

 (c) fights  (d) encourages

4. (a) followed  (b) located

 (c) transmitted (d) avoided

5. (a) vitamins  (b) proteins

 (c) fats  (d) acids

6. (a) presence  (b) absence

 (c) excess  (d) quantity

7. (a) unimportant (b) nominal

 (c) excess  (d) important

8. (a) outside  (b) inside

 (c) behind  (d) besides

9. (a) produces  (b) stores

 (c) lakes  (d) emits

10. (a) fever  (b) typhoid

 (c) ulcer  (d) cholera

PASSAGE	-	56
That each creature from microbe to man is unique in all the 

world is amazing when you consider that every life from is 

assembled from the same identical building blocks. Every 

electron in the universe is, by definition, indistinguishable, 

You can't ____1____ one from the other by examining for 

nicks and scratches. All protons and all neutrons are also 

____2____ the same. And when you ____3____ these three kinds 

of particles together to make atoms, there is ____4____ no 

individuality. Every carbon atom and every hydrogen atom 

is the same. ____5____ atoms are strung together into 

complex molecules (such as enzymes and other proteins), 

this uniformity begins to break ____6____. Minor variations 

occur. But it is at the next step up the ladder ____7____ 

something strange and wonderful happens. There are so 

many ____8____ that molecules can be combined into the 

complex little machines called cells that ____9____ two of 

them can be exactly alike. And when cells ____10____ 

combined to form organisms, the difference become 

overwhelming. A threshold is crossed and individuality is 

born.

1. (a) see  (b) perceive

 (c) observe  (d) tell

2. (a) precisely  (b) justly

 (c) accurately (d) rarely

3. (a) assemble  (b) put

 (c) hold  (d) attach

4. (a) never  (b)  just

 (c) still  (d) almost

5.  (a) these  (b) when

 (c) thought  (d) because

6. (a) out  (b) in

 (c) apart  (d) down

7. (a) that  (b) so

 (c) while  (d) whenever

8. (a) difference (b) purposes

 (c)  ways  (d) forms

9. (a) the  (b) never

 (c) only  (d) no

10. (a) are  (b) that

 (c) had  (d) thus

PASSAGE	-	57
If you've got a computer, chances are that you have heard 

about viruses. But what are they exactly?  In ____1____, they 

are computer programs ____2____ to sneak into computers, 

usually through the Internet and especially through e-

mails. ____3____ in your computer, they can do all sorts of 

terrible things, ____4____ sending themselves to other 

people. In fact, that's why they are called viruses  because 

they ____5____ from computer to computer like an illness.

But where do viruses come ____6____? A simple explanation 

is ____7____ they are developed by "hackers"  ____8____ who 

use computers to so any number of illegal or improper 

things. Nobody understands the inner workings of the 

Internet ____9____ than hackers. Yet, sadly, few people 

outside of this culture of hackers understand much about 

them: not their unnerved teachers, ____10____ the 

journalists who write about them, and certainly not the 

politicians who complain about the need for more security 

on the Web.

1. (a) short  (b) addition

 (c) generally  (d) fact

2. (a) training  (b) designed

 (c) developing (d) installed

3. (a) once  (b) those

 (c) after  (d) since

4. (a) as  (b) in

 (c) from  (d) like

5. (a) send  (b) catch

 (c) spread  (d) stick
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7. (a) because  (b) so

 (c) that  (d) when

8. (a) everybody (b) people

 (c) somebody (d) them

9. (a) less  (b) better

 (c) other  (d) rather

10. (a) but  (b) neither

 (c) most  (d) not

PASSAGE	-	58
As early Europeans first stepped ashore in what they 

considered the "New World," they were usually welcomed 

by the peoples" indigenous to the Americas. Native 

Americans seemed to regard their lighter-complexioned 

____1____as something of a marvel, not only for their ___2____, 

beards, and winged ships, but even ____3____ for their 

technology  steel knives, swords, and cannons; mirrors and 

earrings; copper and brass kettles; and other unusual 

____4____.

Nonetheless, Native Americans soon recognized that the 

Europeans were flawed and thoroughly human. ____5_____, 
th thearly records show that 16   and 17  century Native 

Americans very often ____6____ Europeans as rather 

detestable specimens. For instance, Europeans were 

frequently ____7____ of being stingy with their wealth and 

____8____ to the extreme, as witnessed in their insatiable 

desire for beaver furs and deer hides. ____9____, the 

indigenous population was also surprised at the 

Europeans' intolerance for native religious beliefs, marital 

arrangements, eating habits, and other ____10____.

1. (a) faces  (b) hair

 (c) hosts  (d) visitors

2. (a) dress  (b) uniform

 (c) outfit  (d) garment

3. (a) though  (b) more

 (c) so  (d) also

4. (a) behavior  (b) metals

 (c) items  (d) jewelry

5. (a) factually  (b) indeed

 (c) eventually (d) realistically

6. (a) admired  (b) thought

 (c) looked  (d) regarded

7. (a) blamed  (b) known

 (c) accused  (d) considered

8. (a) greedy  (b) indolent

 (c) righteous  (d) sophisticated

9. (a) similarly  (b) alternatively

 (c) conclusively (d) inevitably

10. (a) vices  (b) festivities

 (c) ceremonies  (d) customs

PASSAGE	-	59
The feeling of insecurity among the people has increased 

even though there is ____1____ use of para-military and the 

military. The excesses ____2____ by the two forces, 

particularly by the first, do not ____3____ the type of anger it 

should because people are seen ____4___ those who are 

trying to disintegrate the country. Even a ____5____ for more 

say in the administration is shouted down. Humanrights 

organizations and civil liberty activists are considered a 

____6____ if not unpatriotic. Even the ____7____ cases of 

cruelty are not pursued by the government ____8____ the 

inquiry should ____9____ the forces . and ____10___ the 

instrument on which it has come to depend.

1. (a) free  (b) reduced

 (c) little  (d) liberal

2. (a) cleared  (b) committed

 (c) condoned  (d) displayed

3. (a) resist  (b) evoke

 (c) convey  (d) suppress

4. (a) obeying  (b) ignoring

 (c) supporting (d) fighting

5. (a) demand  (b) desire

 (c) prayer  (d) plea

6. (a) nuisance  (b) help

 (c) threat  (d) boon

7. (a) minor  (b) blatant

 (c) new  (d) concealed

8. (a) because  (b) for

 (c) till  (d) lest

9. (a) disperse  (b) derail

 (c) demoralize (d) degrade

10.  (a) blunt  (b) raise

 (c) change  (d) lose
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PASSAGE	-	60
The teaching session is not a ____1___ but a dialogue. This is 

in ____2____ the Socratic or the case method of ____3____ that 

is prevalent in America law schools. Clearly, casebooks and 

the case method of instruction are powerful ____4____ tools 

since they ____5____ to training the ____6____ mind and 

____7____ in students the habit of ____8____ and critical 

____9____ behavior that is ____10____ to a lawyer's job.

1. (a) discussion (b) debate

 (c) interaction (d) monologue

2. (a) total  (b) way

 (c) sum  (d) turn

3. (a) interaction (b) instruction

 (c) interpretation (d) injunction

4. (a) instrumental (b) demagogical

 (c) pedagogical (d) methodological

5. (a) contribute (b) amount

 (c) direct  (d) pertain

6. (a) young  (b) immature

 (c) legal  (d) adolescent

7. (a) imparting (b) growing

 (c) cultivating (d) inculcating

8. (a) careful  (b) careworn

 (c) deep  (d) rigorous

9. (a) assumption (b) innate

 (c) comment  (d) analysis

10. (a) innate  (b) integral

 (c) inane  (d) insidious

PASSAGE	-	61
Our scientific spirit must be shocked not only by the 

_____1_____ of fabulous ____2____ and ____3____ poverty, but 

also by those of intense holiness and _____4_____ 

superstition. In our relations with one another, we have 

_____5____ to apply scientific and social wisdom. The failure 

is _____6_____ large _____7_____ our society. Some social 

_____8____ like untouchability are _____9_____ simply because 

the spirit in us is oppressed by the force of _____10____. 

These are practised by ____11______ kindly persons, who 

have ceased to feel and whole understanding is 

_____12______ any tradition. There are millions in our 

country today who use scientific ______13_____ and yet 

____14____ superstition as mystical revelation and adhere to 

absurd social customs _____15_____ the name of tradition.

1. (a) phenomenon (b) contrasts

 (c) existence  (d) comparison

2. (a) property  (b) prosperity

 (c) resources  (d) wealth

3. (a) common  (b) rampant

 (c) groveling  (d) growing

4. (a) religious  (b) blind

 (c) popular  (d) prevailing

5. (a) attempted (b) refused

 (c) succeeded (d) failed

6. (a) writ  (b) written

 (c) wrought  (d) wrapped

7. (a) in  (b) on

 (c) among  (d) for

8. (a) abuses  (b) ceremonies

 (c) function  (d) obligations

9. (a) allowed  (b) approved

 (c) tolerated  (d) resisted

10. (a) opinion  (b) habit

 (c) society  (d) custom

11. (a) fairly  (b) very

 (c) otherwise (d) somewhat

12. (a) stupefied  (b) sanctified

 (c) subsidized (d) substantiated

13. (a) discoveries (b) devices

 (c) apparatus (d) machines

14. (a) consider  (b) decry

 (c) declare  (d) revere

15. (a) on  (b) for

 (c) in  (d) with

PASSAGE	-	62
Generally a disaster _____1____ in significant loss in social, 

psychological and economic aspects. It not only _____2____ to 

structural damages, but also leaves families torn apart, 

children orphaned, livelihood destroyed and communities 

traumatised.

Non-structural factors such as lack of responsiveness of 

government officials and ineffective leadership are mainly 

_____3_____ for any disaster mismanagements. India is 

_____4_____ to a variety of natural and man-made disasters. 

Strong and effective emergency management has been a 

felt _____5_____ in all corners of the world. Effective policies 

play a _____6____ role in mitigating the impact of disasters 

and reducing likely losses of life and property.
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Economic resources are important for any disaster 

management. Yet, it has been _____7____ that economic 

resources did not necessarily translate into greater 

investment in this domain as there is no____8_____ of issues 

that demand governments attention and resources. 

Disaster management has ____9____ acquired importance in 

the agenda of governance, unless there is a major natural or 

man-made disaster management, along with their 

probable solution, need to be discussed on an ______10_____ 

basis.

1. (a) affects  (b) results

 (c) promotes  (d) prepares

2.	 (a) imparts  (b) results

 (c) creates  (d) leads

3. (a) accounts  (b) responsible

 (c) factors  (d) reasons

4. (a) centre  (b) available

 (c) susceptibility (d) vulnerable

5. (a) creation  (b) evolution

 (c) abstract  (d) need

6. (a) important (b)single

 (c) vital  (d) tough

7. (a) recognized (b) seeing

 (c) collected  (d) placed

8. (a) failure  (b) collection

 (c) amount  (d) death

9. (a) seldom  (b) always

 (c) much  (d) great

10. (a) upright  (b) priority

 (c) urgent  (d) understanding

PASSAGE	-	63
Traditional bank architecture is based on bank branches. 

These branches ensure the physical _____1____ of a 

customer's savings. A customer may go there to deposit and 

withdraw money, ____2____ loans and _____3____ in other 

financial transactions. In the past two decades banking 

architecture has changed  the Automated Teller Machine 

(ATM) has been a big _____4_____ and credit and debit cards 

have created new financial spaces. _____5____, the bank 

branch has remained the bedrock of the banking system  

after all a person needs a bank account in a branch before 

he can operate a debit or ATM card. This may be about to 

change as technocrats now _____6____ cell phones as the new 

architecture of virtual banks. This has the potential to make 

branches _____7_____. Cell phone banking looks especially 

relevant for India since it can penetrate the countryside 

cheaply and _____8____. The world over cell phones are 

spreading at a _____9_____ rate and in India along new cell 

phone connections are growing at the rate of six million a 

month  a rate of customer ____10____ that no bank can 

dream of.

1. (a) presence  (b) security

 (c) knowledge (d) guarantee

2. (a) negotiate  (b) sanction

 (c) disburse  (d) credit

3. (a) enable  (b) operate

 (c) interact  (d) engage 

4. (a) luxury  (b) consequence

 (c) hurdle  (d) innovation    

5. (a) until  (b) even

 (c) although  (d) yet

6. (a) view  (b) assess

 (c) engineer  (d)display

7. (a) expired  (b) obsolete

 (c) extant  (d) essential

8. (a) indiscriminately (b) compulsorily

 (c) occasionally (d) effectively

9. (a) phenomenal (b) projected

 (c) competitive (d) proportionate

10. (a) relationship (b) satisfaction

 (c) expansion (d) base

PASSAGE	-	64
There has been a______1_____ change in people's ______2_____ 

towards and awareness ______3_____ the environment. 

People are more ____4_____ about the _____5____ condition of 

their environment. L and in all societies is subjected to 

_____6_____ usage, viz. crop production, forest cover, 

grassland, urbanization and industrialization etc. During 

the last five decades _____7____ developmental activities 

have taken place. Slope failure and _____8_____ of soil due to 

such ____9___ are ____10____ environment hazards.

1. (a) Special  (b) tremendous

 (c)  extreme  (d) developmental

2. (a) information (b) feasibility

 (c) debate  (d) attitude

3. (a) protecting (b) covering

 (c) towards   (d) of
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4. (a) concerned  (b) biased

 (c) casual   (d) desperate

5. (a) grey  (b) deteriorating

 (c) dry  (d) rustic 

6. (a) continued (b) drastic

 (c) multiple  (d) unjustified

7. (a) unique  (b) disastrous

 (c) umpteen  (d) extensive

8. (a) pollution  (b) cultivation

 (c) deployment (d) erosion

9. (a) urgency  (b) misconception

 (c) activities  (d) action

10. (a) major  (b) damaging

 (c) effective  (d) distinctive

PASSAGE	-	65
To appreciate the future _____1____ for India-China relations, 

it is essential to have an understanding of ____2____ China 

has managed external relations in the neighborhood and 

with the advanced countries to _____3____ her impressive 

economic growth. Given the need for massive foreign 

investments, technologies and managements skills and 

China's significant _____4_____ on foreign trade in its overall 

economy, on present trends it would appear that China will 

not act as a destabilize of the international system as is 

often _____5_____. With provincial decentralization, where 

provinces can freely engage in foreign trade and 

____6____investments, the stakes in the continuation of 

stable external relations have become large and more 

diffused. China _____7____ cross-border trade relations with 

all her neighbours with very few _____8_____. As much as 

China ____9____ an open international economy for its trade 

as for its _____10_____ foreign investments, China will also be 

subjected to the external constraints of emerging 

international regimes.

1. (a) trends  (b) tactics

 (c) incidents  (d) perspectives

2. (a) whether  (b) how

 (c) where  (d) what

3. (a) diminish  (b) retard

 (c) assist  (d) resist

4. (a) stress  (b) development

 (c) monitoring (d) dependence

5. (a) feared  (b) imagined

 (c) expected  (d) mentioned

6. (a) augment  (b) make

 (c) invite  (d) neutralize

7. (a) discourages (b) enjoys

 (c) manifests  (d) averts

8. (a) nations  (b) examples

 (c) adjustments (d) exceptions

9. (a) needs  (b) diversifies

 (c) wants  (d) encourages

10. (a) meager  (b) permanent

 (c) insignificant (d) increasing

PASSAGE	-	66
Since the ____1____ of planning in our country, continuous 

____2____ has been laid on ____3____ distribution of income as 

a broad ____4____. As ____5____ of poverty was higher in the 

rural areas, where majority of the population lives, it was 

considered ____6____ to shift the ____7____ of poverty ____8____ 

programmes being ____9____ by the government, it was 

____10____ towards the end of Fifth Five Year Plan that fruits 

of development had failed to trickle down to the poorer 

sections living in the rural areas.

 1. (a) arrival  (b) managing

 (c) inception  (d) emergence

2. (a) argument  (b) debate

 (c) path  (d) light

3. (a) equitable  (b) solid

 (c) economic  (d) pragmatic

4. (a) spectrum  (b) objective

 (c) achievement (d) viewpoint

5. (a) reflection  (b) striking

 (c) tendency  (d) incidence

6. (a) astonishing (b) basic

 (c) imperative (d) irritating

7. (a) nature  (b) focus

 (c) development (d) trend

8. (a) alleviation (b) addressing

 (c) reflecting  (d) monitoring

9. (a) navigated  (b) hosted

 (c) delivered  (d) launched

10. (a) traced  (b) directed

 (c) revealed  (d) realized
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PASSAGE	-	67
Mike was a boy of eight. His home was not ___1___ school. So 

he often walked there and back every day. ____2____ school, 

he passed a playground. There was much water in it when it 

rained. One day, when Mike came home, he was all wet. his 

mother became ____3____ and said," ____4____ in the water on 

your way." The next day Mike came back very wet again. His 

mother became ____5____. She thought Mike was ____6____his 

father because he was ____7____his son. "I'll tell your father if 

you come home wet again," sad the mother."____8____ he'll 

come back from London next Tuesday. He'll punish you, I 

think."Two days ____9____. it was raining hard when Mike 

got home. But this time his clothes were dry. His mother 

became happy and said, "You're a good boy today. You didn't 

play in the water."No," Mike said angrily. "There were so 

many strong boys in the water when I got there this 

afternoon. There ____10____for me at all!"

1. (a) far from  (b) too far away

 (c) from near  (d) for away to

2. (a) in middle  (b) go to

 (c) by the way (d) on his way to

3. (a) glad  (b) angry

 (c) happy  (d) sad

4. (a) not to swim (b) don't play

 (c) don't fall  (d) keep away

5. (a) worried about (b) even angrily

 (c) even surprised (d) even angrier

6. (a) listening to (b) afraid of

 (c) the son of  (d) told by

7. (a) a good father of    (b) always kind of

 (c) strict with (d) interested in

8. (a) if  (b) usually

 (c) may be  (d) tomorrow

9. (a) later  (b) ago

 (c) early  (d) after

10. (a) was no water (b) were some rooms

 (c) were too many boys(d) wasn't any room

PASSAGE	-	68
____1____ was Jimmy's birthday, and he was five years old. He 

got a lot of birthday presents ____2____ his family. One of 

them was a drum. Of course Jimmy liked the drum very 

much. He always made a terrible ____3____ with it, but his 

mother didn't____4____. His father didn't, ____5____. Because 

he was working in his office during the day, and when he got 

home in the evening, Jimmy was already in bed. But Mrs. 

Johnson, their _____6_____, didn't like to hear the sound of the 

drum all day long. One morning a few days _____7____, she 

went to Jimmy's house _____8_____ a knife. Jimmy was hitting 

the drum. "Hello, Jimmy," she said to the boy with a smile. 

"There is _____9_____ very interesting inside your drum. Do 

you want to see it? Here's a knife. Cut the drum ____10____ 

and let's find it." 

1. (a) It  (b) That

 (c) This  (d) Today

2. (a) of  (b) for

 (c) from  (d) with

3. (a) voice  (b) shout

 (c) answer  (d) noise

4. (a) like  (b) notice

 (c) talk  (d) understand

5. (a) too  (b) either

 (c) also  (d) still

6. (a) grandmother (b) aunt

 (c) neighbour (d) teacher

7. (a) before  (b) ago

 (c) after  (d) soon

8. (a) by  (b) with

 (c) in  (d) for

9. (a) by  (b) with

 (c) in  (d) for

10. (a) anything  (b) something

 (c) nothing  (d) everything

PASSAGE	-	69
The crisis-ridden textile sector, being labour ____1___, 

should have been an ideal candidate for a ____2____ as part of 

the prime Minister's pet 'Make in India' initiative, but as the 

issues it is mired in remain ____3____, and with losses 

____4____, the situation is ____5____. Nearly half of India's 

power looms are at a standstill: the spinning industry in the 

northern and southern regions has ____6____ in shutdown of 

as much as 15 to 20 per cent of production ___7___. The 

textile industry as a whole is ____8____ under high input and 

transaction costs. The products find it hard to complete in 

export markets, where India-made yarn, fabrics and 

garments ____9____ duties respectively as rates of 3.5, 8.5 

and 14 per cent. Yet, Pakistan, Vietnam and Combadia enjoy 

zzero-duty access in some categories in the US, EU and 

China. India's trade negotiators need to seek ____10____ 

results. China is not picking up much from India this year.
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1. (a) class  (b) oriented

 (c) intensive  (d) exhaustive

2. (a) pull  (b) mass

 (c) charge  (d) push

3. (a) open  (b) settled

 (c) fixed  (d) unresolved 

4. (a) bettering  (b) alighting

 (c) jumped  (d) mounting 

5. (a) hopeful  (b) terrible

 (c) grim  (d) bleak

6. (a) urged  (b) pressed

 (c) prayed  (d) created

7. (a) capacity  (b) volume

 (c) range  (d) scope

8. (a) considered (b) upset

 (c) placed  (d) reeling

9. (a) allures  (b) pays

 (c) draw  (d) attract     

10. (a) expedited  (b) hasty

 (c) stale  (d) slow 

PASSAGE	-	70
The unexpected and sudden  in Indo ____1____ Pak relations 

is good news for the people of the subcontinent. Peace in 

the ____2____   ____3____ well for both the countries. This is 

____4____ so because the region has for long been balanced 

on a razor's ____5____ due to terrorism, nuclear blackmail, 

and military aggressions. ____6____, the ____7____ of dialogue 

and negotiation would be quite difficult. Let us ____8____ 

that the leadership in both India and Pakistan is able to 

____9____ above narrow parochial considerations and find 

courage to ____10____ each other's views

1. (a) blockage  (b) support

 (c) movement (d) thaw

2. (a) country  (b) ground

 (c) atmosphere (d) region 

3. (a) augurs  (b) symbolizes

 (c) escalates  (d) derives

4. (a) concerned (b) debated

 (c) more  (d) about

5. (a) knife  (b) point

 (c) base  (d) edge

6. (a) thoroughly (b) throughout

 (c) obviously  (d) given

7. (a) urge  (b) process

 (c) topic  (d) theme

8. (a) hope  (b) reconsider

 (c)  avail  (d) devise

9. (a) consider  (b) view

 (c)  emancipate (d) rise 

10. (a) listen  (b) accommodate

 (c) grievance  (d) ponder

PASSAGE	-	71
Do women ____1____ leadership differently than men do? 

And if so, will feminine leadership ____2____ where ____3____ 

leadership does not? A recent study suggests somewhat 

paradoxically that female managers ____4____ their male 

____5____ even when the personal characteristics of both are 

very ____6____ Of the two schools of thought, the structualist 

theory argues that men and women do not receive the same 

treatment in workplace and that stamping out ____7____ bias 

would stamp out the observed ____8____ In contrast, the 

socialisation theory contends that men and women 

experience work differently because men see work as more 

____9____ to their lives. These ____10____ explanations apart, 

today business appears to be undergoing feminisation of 

leadership.

1. (a) exercise  (b) undertake

 (c) authorize  (d) empower

2. (a) affect  (b) succeed

 (c) compete  (d) progress

3. (a) traditional (b) charismatic

 (c) masculine (d) benevolent

4. (a) out-live  (b) out-cast

 (c) out-work  (d) out-do

5. (a) employees (b) subordinates

 (c) managers  (d) counterparts

6. (a) minimal  (b) distinct

 (c) unique  (d) similar

7. (a) employment (b) culture

 (c) gender  (d) class

8. (a) variations (b) discriminations

 (c)resemblances (d) distortions

9. (a) needy  (b) desperate

 (c) central   (d) trivial

10. (a)contradictory (b) corresponding

 (c) discriminating (d) analogical
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PASSAGE	-	72
The Delhi High Court has directed the government to 

____1____ the Retailers Association of India's petition 

seeking ____2____ with online retail as far as foreign 

investment is concerned as a ____3____ and take action 

within four months. The court will ____4____ the petition 

only if the government does not offer ____5____ within that 

period. The ____6____, in other words, is in the government's 

court. The government should not try and kick the can 

____7____ down the road. It should do the ____8____ thing and 

____9____ all restrictions on FDI in retail, ____10____ single 

brand or multi-brand, whether online or physical.

1. (a) function  (b) take

 (c) act  (d) treat

2. (a) variation  (b) imbalance

 (c) parity  (d) analogy

3. (a) symbol  (b) representation

 (c) design  (d) delineation

4. (a) attend  (b) get

 (c) read  (d) hear 

5. (a) repair  (b) damage

 (c) redress  (d) return

6. (a) decision  (b) ball

 (c) player  (d) racket

7. (a) further  (b) never

 (c) often  (d) near

8. (a) wise  (b) shrewd

 (c) foolish  (d) sensible

9. (a) delete  (b) oust

 (c) depose  (d) remove

10. (a) whether  (b) if

 (c) in case  (d) moreover

PASSAGE	-	73
The Narendra Modi government has finally taken the bold 

step of removing price ____1____ on diesel and raising gas 

prices to an extent. These steps will energise the fuel 

retailing market and end the big ____2____ over natural gas. 

But a lot more clarity is needed in the sector whose 

backbone is the most ____3____ and controversial 

commodity in the world oil. Decontrol of diesel is not a new 

reform. Market ____4____ operated happily a decade ago, and 

____5____ Reliance Industries, Essar oil and shell to set up 

dazzling petrol pumps that scared the daylights out of 

public sector firms that ____6____ lost market share. Old, 

rusty petrol pumps of state firms transformed into modern 

retail outlets with ATMs, modern car-cleaning ____7____ and 

even general department stores.

And then, the volatility of the oil market destroyed the 

market. Oil prices ____8____ sharply, making inflation such a 

political headache that the government ____9____ 

subsidizing diesel sold by state firms and effectively 

____10____ out private competition.

1. (a) check  (b) limitation

 (c) restraint  (d) control

2. (a) suspense  (b) anxiety

 (c) hesitation (d) tension

3. (a) capricious (b) erratic

 (c) volatile  (d) lively

4. (a) alerted  (b) prompted

 (c) slowed  (d) timely

5. (a) briskly  (b) slowed

 (c) promptly  (d) rapidly 

6. (a)utilities  (b) advantage

 (c) efficacy  (d) efficiency

7. (a) accelerated (b) advanced

 (c) inflated  (d) rose 

8. (a) jumped off (b) took off

 (c) started  (d) founded

9. (a) set out  (b) wiped

 (c) demarcated (d) resolved

10. (a) constraint (b) stimulus

 (c) pressure  (d) forces 

PASSAGE	-	74
On the eve of Elections 2004, the ____1____ of prominent 

leaders from political parties have become a fashionable 

____2____ now. A number of new faces have also ____3____ in 

the political    ____4____. Politically, it may not be wrong to 

join a new party but democratically, it is highly    ____5____ as 

it ____6____ the basic right of the grassroot workers who 

remained ____7____ to the party for decades. Their right to 

contest elections is ____8____ with ____9____ by the ____10____ 

and new entrants in the party. This is the most 

undemocratic practice followed by all the parties.
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1. (a) distance  (b) desertion

 (c) bargain  (d) contest

2. (a) pastime  (b) occasion

 ( c) trial  (d) division

3. (a) circulated (b) developed

 (c) entered  (d) dictated

4. (a) contest  (b) brethren

 (c) ideology  (d) arena

5. (a) sounded  (b) outstanding

 (c) pallid  (d) objectionable

6. (a) controls  (b) conspire

 (c) transgresses (d) aggravates

7. (a) committed (b) joined

 (c) part  (d) assembled

8. (a) dictated  (b) managed

 (c) seeked  (d) trampled

9. (a) contention (b) revenge

 (c) vigour  (d) impunity

10. (a) hunters  (b) deserters

 (c) strangers  (d) politicians

PASSAGE	-	75
Each species has its special place or habitat. An ____1____ 

bird-watcher can look at ____2____ forest, meadow, lake, 

swamp or field and ____3____ almost exactly what birds he 

____4____ find there ____5____ birds are found all over the 

world; others ____6____ themselves to certain areas. Still 

____7____ migrate from one country to another in ____8____ in 

search of warmth and ____9____ and then return in spring, 

____10____ the season is more favourable.

1. (a) expert  (b) experienced

 (c) advanced  (d) active

2. (a) the  (b) some

 (c) a  (d) certain

3. (a) predict  (b) suggest

 (c) prophecy  (d) calculate

4. (a) should  (b) must

 (c) might  (d) will

5. (a) more  (b) some

 (c) most  (d) all

6. (a) keep  (b) entrust 

 (c) confine  (d) involve

7. (a) some  (b) others

 (c) few  (d) all

8. (a) winter  (b) summer

 (c) spring  (d) autumn

9. (a) seeds  (b) crops

 (c) fruit  (d) food

10. (a) while  (b) until

 (c) after  (d) when

PASSAGE	-	76
Money gives us a ____1____ of freedom and ownership. We 

____2____ that with money, we can own anything or put a 

price tag on anybody's services.Ownership of something 

means total ____3____ of its existence. When we buy a piece 

of land, we feel that we own it, ____4____ the land continues 

to exist even after the owner is no ____5____. How can we 

own something that ____6____ us?

Money also gives the idea that we are powerful and 

independent, ____7____ us to the fact that we live in a world 

of interdependence. If we look at why most people with 

money are ____8____, we will find it is because of the ____9____ 

of independence that money brings. The ____10____ of 

dependence, on the other hand, makes one humble.

1. (a) sense  (b) taste

 (c) feel  (d) touch

2. (a) postulate  (b) suppose

 (c) believe  (d) admit

3. (a) charge  (b) discipline

 (c) restriction (d) control 

4. (a) despite  (b) although

 (c) albeit  (d) when

5. (a) further  (b) where

 (c) more  (d) less

6. (a) outlives  (b) cease

 (c) outcasts  (d) survive

7. (a) blazing  (b) glowing

 (c) concealing (d) blinding

8. (a) autocratic (b) superior

 (c) smart  (d) arrogant

9. (a) activity  (b) reflex

 (c) feeling  (d) pain

10. (a) recognition (b) ignorance

 (c) disregard  (d) awareness
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PASSAGE	-	77
New data for rural household ____1____ by the Socio 

Economic and Caste Census (SECC) represent a ____2____ 

reminder of the state of rural India. In over 90 per cent of 

households, the main earning member makes less than 

Rs.10000 a month. Over half the households are landless 

and a similar share of them ____3____ on casual manual 

labour for the larger part of their income. Just 20 per cent of 

household own any kind of a motor vehicle. These numbers 

should come as a ____4____ check for those who talk of 

India's ____5____ growth, and arrival on the global stage as a 

superpower. The countryside remains unable to find jobs 

that can ____6____ families out of poverty. Agriculture 

remains at ____7____ levels, with low mechanization, limited 

irrigation facilities and little access to credit. Just over 3 per 

cent of rural households have a family member who is a 

graduate, so skilled jobs are going to be ____8____ to get. 

Female-headed households, and Scheduled Caste and 

Scheduled Tribe households are the worst off. The eastern 

and central States of Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh and 

Odisha have the poorest ____9____. Even in the developed 

southern States of Kerala and Tamil Nadu, family incomes 

are low and ____10____ on casual manual labour is high. 

Meanwhile, carly results from the urban SECC suggest that 

levels of deprivation, while lower in cities, are still 

shockingly high.

1. (a) revealed  (b) conceded

 (c) exposed  (d) proclaimed

 (e) denied

2. (a) bright  (b) pretty

 (c) sullen  (d) grim 

 (e) ghastly

3. (a) kept  (b) rely

 (c) looked  (d) believed

 (e) bet

4. (a) matter  (b) concept

 (c) reality  (d) belief

 (e) realism

5. (a) violent  (b) slow

 (c) crazy  (d) restrained

 (e) unbridled

6. (a) deter  (b) paddle

 (c) remove  (d) pull 

 (e) pick

7. (a) subsistence (b) burden

 (c) income  (d) earnings

 (e) sustenance

8. (a) strong  (b) solid

 (c) hard  (d) plaint

 (e) dense

9. (a) symbols  (b) gauge

 (c) clues  (d) pointers

 (e) indicators

10. (a) confidence (b) dependence

 (c) trust  (d) faith 

 (e) credence

PASSAGE	-	78
A Surendran, Additional General Manager of International 

Banking at Federal sBank, said banks expected about $10 

billion to ____1____ in. “The ____2____ of these inflows will be 

seen only in the next ____3____. There may be an impact now 

but not a major one, as these ____4____ have to be fresh 

deposits or renewal of deposits,” he said. Reports say the 

total NRE, NRO (non-resident ordinary) and FCNR deposits 

are at $51.97 billion as in October 2011. If one ____5____ a 

one per cent ____6____ in the value of rupee and takes 

____7____ account the ____8____ rates in other countries, NRIs 

have an option ____9____ they could borrow from their home 

countries and deposit in India, thereby making a clear 

____10____ of 1-2 per cent.

1. (a) grow  (b) blow

 (c) flow  (d) go

 (e) call

2. (a) produce  (b) consequent

 (c) resultant  (d) impact

 (e) reaction

3. (a) time  (b) fiscal

 (c) year  (d) mensem

 (e) plan

4. (a) tenders  (b) money

 (c) cash  (d) credits

 (e) deposits

5. (a) thinks  (b) lends

 (c) assumes  (d) borrows

 (e) feels

6. (a) grow  (b) appreciation

 (c) plus  (d) dividend

 (e) cut

7. (a) into  (b) for

 (c) in  (d) to

 (e) out

8. (a) prime  (b) lending

 (c) pulse  (d) increase

 (e) depreciation



9. (a) wherein  (b) which

 (c) that  (d) how

 (e) when

10. (a) difference (b) reduction

 (c) margin  (d) deduction

PASSAGE	-	79
If you remember two or three lives, you will be in the same 

state as the centipede that had been living ____1____ well and 

was going for a morning ____2____ when little rabbit asked 

him, “Uncle, I have to ask a questions: how do you manage 

your hundred legs: which one ____3____ come first, which 

one second, and which one third..? How do you manage one 

hundred legs ____4____ ?”

He said, “I have ____5____ thought about that. I am not a 

philosophical____6____. But I will try and find out.” He tried 

and fell ____7____ over his legs. He was very ____8____ with the 

rabbit. He said, “Keep your philosophy to yourself. Never 

ask any centipede…. Everything is being managed on its 

own, and I have never thought about it. You are a ____9____ 

fellow….!” 

If your know three or four lives, you will be in the same 

position. You will not be able to move, because these same 

people were related to you in your past lives in ____10____ 

relationships. Your mind will be so bombarded.

1. (a) perfectly  (b) no

 (c) so  (d) highly

 (e) as

2. (a) breakfast  (b) strolling

 (c) walk  (d) talk

 (e) fresh

3. (a) rather  (b) should

 (c) can  (d) could

 (e) like

4. (a) always  (b) ever

 (c) along  (d) separately

 (e) together

5. (a) never  (b) former

 (c) fortunately (d) accidentally

 (e) forever

6. (a) civilian  (b) people

 (c) type  (d) sort

 (e) kind

7. (a) soon  (b) hurriedly

 (c) speedily  (d) immediately

 (e) than

8. (a) afraid  (b) angry

 (c) sorry  (d) pleased

 (e) annoyed

9. (a) dangerous (b) haughty

 (c) good  (d) decent

 (e) fairly

10. (a) akin  (b) analogous

 (c) different  (d) aligned

 (e) together

PASSAGE	-	80
The good news from census data on the size of religious 

communities is that all communities show a downward 

____1____ in growth. The bad news is the ____2____ to raise 

unfounded alarm over the rise in the share of Muslims, from 

13.4% in 2001 to 14.2% in 2011, ____3____ the share of 

Hindus has ____4____ 0.7% to dip below 80% to 79.8%. Of 

course, if the numbers are ____5____ off, there would be less 

drama, but even decimal points can be marshaled to 

____6____ the thesis that Hindus are ____7____. The reality is 

that population growth is closely and inversely ____8____ 

with social, particularly educational, ____9____. Backward 

Bihar has a decadal growth rate of 25.4%, 0.8% higher than 

the Muslim ____10____ growth rate.

1. (a) trend  (b) bias

 (c) wind  (d)  course

 (e) current

2. (a) impulse  (b) shift

 (c) habit  (d) tendency

 (e) custom

3. (a) as  (b) during

 (c) although  (d) yet

 (e) while

4. (a) relapsed  (b) declined

 (c) lapsed  (d) fell 

 (e) destroyed

5. (a) sent  (b) written

 (c) rounded  (d) let 

 (e) disposed

6. (a) propagate (b) beget

 (c) kill  (d) produce

 (e) corroborate

7. (a) hazardous (b) sure

 (c) safe  (d) wicked

 (e) endangered
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8. (a) interacted (b) correlated

 (c) proportional (d) moved

 (e) disconnected

9. (a) retrogression (b) momentum

 (c) impetus  (d) progress

 (e) promotion

10. (a) foretold  (b) determined

 (c) decadal  (d) accounted

 (e) personal

PASSAGE	-	81
The world's climate has always changed and species have 

evolved accordingly to survive it. The surprising fact about 

the ____1____ between evolution and global warming 

____2____ that it is not linear. ____3____ temperatures alone 

are not ____4____ of evolution. Evolution is also the ____5___ of 

seasonal changes. As the environment ___6___ those species 

which don't adapt ____7___ to exist. But the sheer ____8____ of 

manmade climate change today is _____9____. 'Bad things are 

happening' and by one ____10____ global warming could 

threaten up to one-third of the world's species if left 

unchecked. In fact; a lot of the species which will be able to 

survive are the ones we consider pasts like insects and 

weeds.

1. (a) difference  (b) similarity  

 (c) argument  (d) relationship 

 (e) alliance

2. (a) being   (b) seems  

 (c) mainly   (d) besides

 (e) is

3. (a) however   (b) mounted  

 (c) rising   (d) elevating

 (e) inclining  

4. (a) means   (b) triggers

 (c) responses  (d) threats

 (e) stimulus

5. (a) result   (b) precursor 

 (c) resistance  (d) cause

 (e) emerges 

6. (a) conserves  (b) stifles

 (c) predicts  (d) changes

 (e) emerges

7. (a) continue   (b) halt  

 (c) cease   (d) terminate

 (e) discontinue

8. (a) luck   (b) value  

 (c) collapse   (d) pace

 (e) attention

9. (a) threatened  (b) pursued  

 (c) unprecedented  (d) record

 (e) debated

10. (a) forecast  (b) chance  

 (c) pattern  (d) occasion

 (e) imagination

PASSAGE	-	82
Hundreds of plants and animals are ____1____ every day due 

to deforestation and urbanization. What might happen if 

this continues in the future? The last mass extinction of 

plant and animal species occurred 65 million years ago 

with the dinosaurs. In all, five mass extinctions have 

occurred and scientists ____2____ earth is in the sixth mass 

extinction. The world as it is now is threatened, including 

people, who are responsible for earth's____3____. 

Pesticidescontaminating water; overharvesting of animals 

and plants; air pollution; illegal fishing and the clearing of 

land are direct results of urbanization and deforestation. 

People have _____4_____ and damaged almost half of earth's 

land, at a very unsustainable rate.

Global warming is having a serious impact as well. A six- 

degree Celsius increase in global temperature killed 95% of 

all species on Earth 251 million years ago. An increase of 

six- degree Celsius is forecast this century if a change is not 

made to _____5_____ the damage done to earth. Humans will 

be one of the 95% of species lost. Noticeable, changes of 

global warming include migration _____6_____ and the 

change in season timings. Migrating birds are migrating 

earlier which in turn is causing them to hatch eggs and 

_____7____ young earlier than they did at the beginning of 

this century. While this is just the tip of the iceberg many 

other_____8_____ regarding the extinction of plant and 

animal species need addressing. It is more important now 

than ever before to pull our heads out of the sand and make 

changes for the ____9_____ of the earth. Future generations 

are _____10____, as they are a species as well.

1. (a) killing   (b) alive 

 (c) born   (d) left 

 (e) lost

2. (a) speak   (b) told 

 (c) estimation  (d) believe 

 (e) consider
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3. (a) shape   (b) development 

 (c) deterioration  (d) warmth 

 (e) expansion 

4. (a) altered   (b) created 

 (c) produced  (d) made 

 (e) brought 

5. (a) void   (b) dissipate 

 (c) augment   (d) reverse 

 (e) increase

6. (a) delay   (b) birds 

 (c) slowdown  (d) hasten 

 (e) acceleration

7. (a) spare   (b) bear 

 (c) destroy  (d) amend 

 (e) generation

8. (a) animals   (b) difficulty 

 (c) issues   (d) humans 

 (e) problem

9. (a) extinction  (b) better 

 (c) wealth   (d) stigma 

 (e) demand

10. (a) endangered  (b) threaten 

 (c) evaluated  (d) living 

 (e) compared

PASSAGE	-	83
I used to look ____1____ to the holidays. I was usually___2____ 

to my uncle's house where I ____3___ his children. I did not 

get paid a salary for ____4____ What I received in return 

however, was far more___5___ My uncle was an avid reader. 

During the time I spent with his family I had an____6____ to 

read the vast amount of books and magazines that he 

possessed. This improved my English to some ____7____ 

Reading became my new ___8____    ____9____spending my 

pocket money on a ticket to the cinema I began to___10___ 

books. This has benefitted me greatly.

1. (a) forward   (b) towards

 (c) backward  (d) up

 (e) around

2. (a) went   (b) sent

 (c) visited   (d) traveled

 (e) gone

3. (a) cared   (b) occupy

 (c) guarded   (d) taught 

 (e) played

4. (a) them   (b) whom

 (c) this   (d) now

 (e) which

5. (a) expensive  (b) deserving

 (c) helping   (d) demanding

 (e) valuable

6. (a) opportunity (b) ability

 (c) use  (d) encouragement

 (e) achievement

7. (a) distance   (b) extent

 (c) time   (d) limits

 (e) degrees

8. (a) activity  (b) hope

 (c) hobby   (d) duty

 (e) worship

9. (a) despite  (b) though

 (c) by   (d) instead of

 (e) while

10. (a) sell   (b) read

 (c) exchange   (d) invest

 (e) buy

PASSAGE	-	84
I had ____1____ to become a multipurpose manager. I took 

three steps to accomplish this. First, I took very____2____ 

part in professional associations. I _____3____ the National 

President of the Indian Society for Training and 

Development one of the ____4____ organizations for HR 

professionals. This helped me to grow professionally. My 

communication skills ____5____ It also taught me ____6____ to 

conduct meetings in an effective manner. My job _____7____ 

me to different parts of the country and I _____8____ believe 

that ____9_____ provided me with an education. I also wrote a 

lot. Newspaper editors often approached me with 

_____10____ to write articles for their publications.

1. (a) achieved  (b) aim

 (c) try  (d) dreamed

 (e) wanted

2. (a) selected  (b) active

 (c) interesting (d) often

 (e) joint

3. (a) elected  (b) voted

 (c) became   (d) applied

 (e) decided
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4. (a) respected  (b) status

 (c) impressed (d) aged

 (e) common

5. (a) lacked  (b) grown

 (c) learnt  (d) improved

 (e) earned

6. (a) that  (b) why

 (c) how  (d) never

 (d) anyhow

7. (a) saw  (b) showed

 (c) posted  (d) discovered

 (e) took

8. (a) quiet  (b) firmly

 (c) strong  (d) first

 (e) not

9. (a) traveling  (b) journey

 (c) visit  (d) migrating

 (e) shift

10. (a) wish  (b) offer

 (c) appointments (d) requests

 (e) commands

PASSAGE	-	85
He was a charismatic leader, an entrepreneur and a highly 

effective manager all rolled into one. As a leader, he____1____ 

the company's growth plan in a dedicated manner and he 

never____2____ focus. The cement industry in those days 

was doing badly. ____3____ to everyone's expectations he 

sanctioned an additional plant in____4____ time.

He was____5____ that since the cement industry was cyclic in 

nature, by the time the plant was____6____ the market would 

have improved. It did happen and the decision brought rich 

____7____ when the plant was commissioned.

Not only was he a great entrepreneur but he also____8____ all 

his senior people to be 'practising entrepreneurs'. I have 

seen a similar example at the Asian Institute of 

Management, which allows its professors to____9____ their 

own business. This made their lectures more practical and 

less theoretical. It is the_____10_____ of the Institute's 

success.

1. (a) achieved  (b) implemented

 (c) visualized (d) persevered

 (e) aimed

2. (a) moved  (b) shifts

 (c) missed  (d) changes

 (e) lost

3. (a) contrary  (b) opposite

 (c) yet  (d) obedient

 (e) different

4. (a) any  (b) mean

 (c) short  (d) no

 (e) less

5. (a) known  (b) calculating

 (c) certain  (d) dreamt

 (e) surely

6. (a) operational (b) install

 (c) use  (d) produced

 (e) new

7. (a) supply  (b) diversity

 (c) rewards  (d) pay

 (e) knowledge

8. (a) thought  (b) tried

 (c) wished  (d) encourage

 (e) wanted

9. (a) expand  (b) function

 (c) chose  (d) run

 (e) risk

10. (a) responsibility (b) secret

 (c) guarantee (d) prize

 (e) value

PASSAGE	-	86
Greenhouse gases are only ___1____ of the story when it 

comes to global warming. Changes to one part of the 

climate system can ____2____additional changes to the way 

the planet absorbs or reflects energy. These secondary 

changes are ____3____ climate feedbacks and they could 

more than double the amount of warming caused by carbon 

dioxide alone. The primary feedbacks are ____4____to snow 

and ice, water vapour clouds, and the carbon cycle. Perhaps 

the most well ____5___ feedback comes from melting snow 

and ice in  the Northern Hemisphere.  Warming 

temperatures are already ____6____ a growing percentage of 

Arctic sea ice, exposing dark ocean water during the 

____7____ sunlight of summer. Snow cover on land is also 

____8____ in many areas. In the_____9____ of snow and ice, 

these areas go from having bright, sunlight-reflecting 

surfaces that cool the planet to having dark, sunlight-

absorbing surfaces that ____10____ more energy into the 

Earth system and cause more warming.
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1. (a) whole   (b) part   

 (c) material   (d) issue

 (e) most

2. (a) raise   (b) brings 

 (c) refer   (d) stop  

 (e) cause

3. (a) sensed   (b) called 

 (c) nothing   (d) but

 (e) term

4. (a) due   (b) results 

 (c) reason   (d) those 

 (e) because

5. (a) done   (b) known 

 (c) ruled    (d) bestowed 

 (e) said

6. (a) mastering  (b) sending 

 (c) melting   (d) calming 

 (e) increasing

7. (a) make-shift  (b) ceasing 

 (c) troubled   (d) perpetual 

 (e) absent

8. (a) dwindling  (b) manufactured 

 (c) descending  (d) generating 

 (e) supplied

9. (a) progress   (b) reduced 

 (c) existence   (d) midst 

 (e) absence

10. (a) repel   (b) waft 

 (c) monitor   (d) bring

 (e) access

PASSAGE	-	87
It's really ____1____ that major political parties have ____2____ 

advertisements which attack prominent political 

personalities. This is ____3____. These political are so-called 

____4____ of democracy and are ____5____ to be role models 

for the citizens of this country. Therefore it's high time they 

understood the ____6____ of a ____7____ election ____8____ and 

showed a little bit of maturity, so that ____9____ of their 

winning or losing, people can look up to them with respect, 

for the kind of ideologies they ____10____.

1. (a) surprising (b) usual

 (c) challenging (d) discernible

 (e) striking

2. (a) favoured  (b) created

 (c) issued  (d) raised 

 (e) directed

3. (a) childish  (b) secular

 (c) ashamed  (d) disgraceful

 (e) bias

4. (a) future  (b) upholders

 (c) stars  (d) performers

 (e) builders

5. (a) tasked ` (b) authorized

 (c) paid  (d) represented

 (e) expected

6. (a) merit  (b) core

 (c) result  (d) value

 (e) response

7. (a) dignified  (b) drastic

 (c) participatory (d) friendly

 (e) subjective

8. (a) trial  (b) battle 

 (c) campaign  (d) mandate

 (e) operation

9. (a) beyond  (b) irrespective

 (c) unless  (d) ahead 

 (e) away

10. (a) preach  (b) believe

 (c) adhere  (d) impart 

 (e) pursue

PASSAGE	-	88
Changing an organization's culture is one of the most 

difficult leadership challenges. That's because an 

organization's culture ____1 _____ an interlocking set of 

goals, roles, processes, value, communications practices, 

attitudes and assumptions. These elements _____2 _____ 

together as a mutually reinforcing system and combine to 

prevent any   _____  3  _____ to change it. That is why single fix 

changes, such as the introduction of teams, or Lean, or 

Agile, or Scrum, or knowledge management or some new 

process, may____ 4 ____ to make progress for a while, but 

______  5 ______  the interlocking elements of the 

organizational culture ______6 _____ over and the change is 

inexorably drawn ______7 ____  into the existing 

organizational culture.

 Changing a culture is a large-scale undertaking and 

eventually all of the organizational tools for changing 

minds will need to be put in play. However, the ____ 8 _____ in 

which they are deployed has a critical ______9 _____ on the 
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1. (a) lies  (b) embraces

 (c) comprises (d) makes

 (e) composes

2. (a) amalgamate (b) conjoin

 (c) fit  (d) stands

 (e) attach

3. (a) attempt  (b) energy

 (c) ways  (d) power

 (e) tries

4. (a) look  (b) appear

 (c) perform  (d) suspect

 (e) seek

5. (a) especially (b) presently

 (c) likely  (d) eventually

 (e) lately

6. (a) bounce  (b) throw

 (c) seize  (d) jump

 (e) take

7.  (a) forth  (b) ahead

     (c) gain  (d) set

     (e) back

8.  (a) order  (b) succession

 (c) idea  (d) step

 (e) label

9.  (a) affect  (b)impact

     (c) control  (d) jolt

 (e) shake

10. (a) change  (b) odd

 (c) risk  (d) likelihood

 (e) option

PASSAGE	-	89
Vizag faces the ____1____ of Cyclone Hudhud, city plunges 

into darkness after the cyclone hit the ____2____ at the 

Bheernli-Kailashgiri stretch on Sunday at 11.00 am. Several 

buildings in the area have been destroyed due to impact of 

the wind. Power supply ____3____ pushing the entire north 

coast of Andhra Pradesh into black out. Locals in Vizag 

reported that shattered glass windows of houses and 

offices were causing injuries to them. 

Communication networks including phones and Internet 

have been cut ____4____. Meanwhile, panic has ____5____ the 

city and residents are living in constant fear. Several 

residential complexes faced the brunt of the cyclone after 

the winds reached 150-200 kmph. Complete ____6____ out 

since Saturday night has worsened the situation as people 

are left with no source of communication. "We can feel the 

apartment building shaking because of the strong winds. 

Window panes have cracked and despite the doors being 

closed, there is a fear that it might break open any minute. 

All the scooters that were parked in the apartment got 

swept away due to the severe impact of the wind," said a 

resident from Sitammadhara in Vizag. Affected people have 

____7____ to social media to share photographs and videos of 

the disaster. People have also been ____8____ photographs 

and videos on,:, the Andhra Pradesh Disaster Management 

____9____ page and the government is making ____10____ to 

reach through them by inquiring for the exact location of 

the place.

1. (a) bore  (b) music   

 (c) brunt     (d) heat  

 (e) severity

2. (a) coast     (b) cost   

 (c) beach    (d) sand   

 (e) tides

3. (a) is been hit   (b) has been hit  

 (c) hits    (d) hitting  

 (e) has been hitting

4. (a) of      (b) up    

 (c) upon      (d) off    

 (e) in

5. (a) gripped     (b) absorb    

 (c) soaked     (d) flood   

 (e) awash

6. (a) block     (b) black   

 (c) red     (d) obstruct   

 (e) wash

7. (a) takes     (b) take   

 (c) taken     (d) taking   

 (e) talk

8. (a) sharing     (b) shares   

 (c) likes     (d) liking  

 (e) shred

9. (a) phasebook    (b) facebook   

 (c) sigh      (d) site  

 (e) design

10. (a) effort     (b) efforts

 (c) affront  (d) afford   

 (e) affect
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PASSAGE	-	90
India's forex reserves at over $338 billion are comfortable, 

and the current account deficit-equal to the gap between 

domestic investment and domestic savings-is ____1____ 

control. However, unlike China's reserves that have been 

built up ____2____ trade surpluses, India's forex reserves are 

based ____3____ on portfolio flows. So, ____4____ up an 

armour that includes increased reserves will make the 

country better prepared. India also needs to stimulate 

stalled investment and push structural reforms to get the 

economy into a better shape.

On the ____5____ side, the appreciation of the US dollar is 

____6____ pressure on balance sheets of banks and firms that 

____7____ in dollars but have assets or earnings in other 

currencies. India's corporate sector, which has borrowed 

____8____ in foreign currency, is not immune to this 

vulnerability. Companies should hedge their currency risks 

and shift to rupee debt as rates come down in India. To 

____9____ the rupee against the effects of financial outflows 

that would ____10____, India must ensure faster growth 

brings foreign capital to its shores.

1. (a) below   (b) above

 (c) over   (d) beneath 

 (e) under

2. (a) against  (b) through

 (c) behind  (d) on 

 (e) in

3. (a) liberally  (b) widely

 (c) lavishly  (d) largely

 (e) generously

4. (a) building  (b) constructing

 (c) erecting  (d) framing

 (e) bringing

5. (a) juxtaposed (b) front

 (c) that  (d) this 

 (e) flip

6. (a) establishing (b) setting

 (c) putting  (d) focusing

 (e) giving

7. (a) acquire  (b) borrow

 (c) beg  (d) pledge 

 (e) forfeit

8. (a) heavily  (b) densely

 (c) thickly  (d) dully

 (e) gloomily

9. (a) bulwark  (b) encash

 (c) offend  (d) buffer

 (e) stock

10. (a) pursue  (b) chase

 (c) follow  (d) displace 

 (e) result

PASSAGE	-	91
The CBI ____1___ the Interpol and ____2___ shortly send 

letters rogatory to several countries to ____3___ the end-

users of the alleged Bofors pay-offs, which were suspected 

to ____4___ transferred from the Swiss bank accounts 

____5___ the five recipients named earlier. The Sources said 

the scrutiny of all the 500 pages of ____6___ Swiss bank 

documents ____7___ over to it ____8___ revealed that money 

was ____9___ of bank accounts in ____10___ countries, 

including Jordan, Panama, Lichtenstein and the Channel 

islands.

1. (a) warned  (b) threatened

 (c) alerted  (d) informed 

 (e) told

2. (a) would  (b) will

 (c) shall  (d) should

 (e) would be

3. (a) find out  (b) trace

 (c) investigate (d) miss 

 (e) none of these

4. (a) have been (b) had been

 (c) has  (d) had

 (e) have

5. (a) among  (b) with

 (c) of  (d) within 

 (e) in

6. (a) secret  (b) open

 (c) hidden  (d) clandestine

 (e) none of these

7. (a) surrendered (b) submitted

 (c) deposited  (d) fixed

 (e) handed

8. (a) had  (b) has

 (c) have  (d) has been 

 (e) had been

9. (a) changed  (b) transferred

 (c) moved  (d) transmitted 

 (e) handed

10. (a) several  (b) few

 (c) a lot of  (d) many
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PASSAGE	-	92
At first glance, the recent Allahabad high Court____1____ 

directing government servants, elected representatives 

and members of the judiciary to send their children to 

primary schools run by the state government seems 

____2____ of individual freedoms. But it ____3____ the 

principle of equality of opportunity. 'Let the sarkari elite get 

a taste of what it is to study in ____4____ provide-for state-

run schools; only then can these schools change' seems to 

be the court's somewhat ____5____ reasoning.

The ruling is unlikely to work on the ____6____. But it 

highlights the asymmetries arising out of state withdrawal 

from public services. The ____7____ in the quality of 

government schools, hospitals, ration shops and buses over 

the last two decades is ____8____ not just too inadequate 

budget allocation, but also to the better-off sections ceasing 

to have a state in these services. Government services 

____9____ when they are ____10____ only by the poor who 

cannot enforce their rights against the state.

1. (a) statute  (b) precedent

 (c) guidance  (d) stand 

 (e) ruling

2. (a) compatible (b) similar

 (c) violative  (d) opposed

 (e) contrary

3. (a) depreciates (b) underscores

 (c) ignore  (d) repeats

 (e) undermines

4. (a) deplorably (b) casually

 (c) severely  (d) acutely 

 (e) highly

5. (a) sharp  (b) pointed

 (c) intelligent (d) blunt

 (e) obtuse

6. (a) land  (b) landscape

 (c) people  (d) court 

 (e) ground

7. (a) decay  (b) ebb

 (c) decline  (d) rise

 (e) increase

8. (a) allied  (b) linked

 (c) coupled  (d) based

 (e) dissociated

9. (a) vitiates  (b) corrodes

 (c) improve  (d) provided 

 (e) deteriorate

10. (a) accessed  (b) acceded

 (c) accomplished (d) discarded

 (e) utilised

PASSAGE	-	93
India's top industrialists including Cyrus Mistry, Mukesh 

Ambani, Anil Ambani, Kumar Mangalam Birla and Sunil 

Bharati Mittal ____1____ the government's Rs. 1.12 lakh-

crore Digital India programme, saying it had the potential 

to bridge the digital divide the benefit billions of people 

____2____ bridge solution in education, healthcare and 

irrigation sectors.

At the ____3____ of the Digital India Week by Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi, India's top billionaires pledged around Rs. 

4.5 lakh crore to projects related to Digital India, which 

could ____4____ employment for some 18 lakh people.

“Digital India will help India create a knowledgeable 

society and will ____5____	 government services within a 

short time,” said Cyrus Mistry, chairman of Tata Sons.

After taxing fixed deposits, the tax authorities are now 

____6____ at recurring deposits, popular among small savers, 

to ____7____ revenue ____8____.

From June 1, interest income of Rs. 10,000 or more in a 

financial year from recurring deposits will be ____9____ to 

TDS (tax deducted at source), as is the case with fixed 

deposits. The TDS rate will be 10 per cent, if the bank has 

the PAN details of the depositors, ____10____ the deduction 

rate will be 20 per cent.

1. (a) rejected  (b) disrupted

 (c) applauded (d) generated

 (e) denigrated

2. (a) by  (b) through 

 (c) in  (d) with

 (e) over

3. (a) ignoring  (b) praising

 (c) discovering (d) unveiling

 (e) hiding

4. (a) reduce  (b) make

 (c) frame  (d) obstruct

 (e) generate

5. (a) provide  (b) seek

 (c) take  (d) remove

 (e) deprive

6. (a) noticing  (b) glancing 

 (c) looking  (d) dodging 
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7. (a) advance  (b) dissuade 

 (c) hinder  (d) undermine

 (e) boost

8. (a) collections (b) compilation

 (c) store  (d) acquiring

 (e) collation

9. (a) directed  (b) guided

 (c) consented (d) subjected 

 (e) neglected

10. (a) if not  (b) otherwise

 (c) alias  (d) besides

 (e) then

PASSAGE	-	94
Lakshmana's principles in life are ____1____ on Rama. He 

declares that Rama is everything to him and that he does 

not look behind Him and beyond Him. He strives to obtain 

Rama's approbation and his goal is Rama's happiness. 

When Rama and Sita leave for the forest with Lakshmana, 

he ____2____ the fears of the people who are concerned about 

their welfare. He ____3____ them that he would look after the 

couple. Lakshmana exemplifies that practice of karma, 

jnana and bhakti by his exceptional ____4____ and service to 

the Supreme Being incarnate, pointed out Kidambi Sri 

Narayanan in a discourse.

Rama is ____5____ with gratitude and love for Lakshmana on 

seeing the lovely hermitage he had built for them at 

Panchavati. Everything about the hermitage speaks loud of 

Lakshmana's skill and resourcefulness. There is ____6____ 

room for the performance of daily rituals and worship, and 

a section of it is ____7____ for meeting with the sages who 

might visit them. Lakshmana has also designed a very 

comely section for the ____8____ of Rama and Sita. In joy 

Rama embraces Lakshmana and says that He finds a father 

in Lakshmana. Does not his service to Rama far exceed the 

unselfish love of a father who ____9____ for the well being of 

his child in anticipating and fulfilling its needs? Rama 

loudly ____10____ that as far as He is concerned, Dasaratha 

continues to live in Lakshmana and that He has no occasion 

to miss His father.

1. (a) converged (b) targeted

 (c) centered  (d) concentrated

 (e) based

2. (a) worsen  (b) allays

 (c) aggravates (d) provokes

 (e) intensifies

 3. (a) inspires  (b) dissuades

 (c) satisfies  (d) assures

 (e) encourages

4. (a) devotion  (b) apathy

 (c) animosity  (d) adoration

 (e) allegiance

5. (a) upset  (b) overwhelmed

 (c) moved  (d) devastated

 (e) repulsed

6. (a) no  (b) short

 (c) great  (d) small

 (e) ample

7. (a) meant  (b) specified

 (c) represented (d) lent

 (e) promised

8. (a) seclusion  (b) aloofness

 (c) privacy  (d) isolation 

 (e) publicity

9. (a) delights  (b) neglects

 (c) asks  (d) worries 

 (e) cares

10. (a) protests  (b) refuses

 (c) opposes  (d) acknowledges

 (e) defends

PASSAGE	-	95
We welcome the decision taken by banking regulator 

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to impose strict ____1____ on 

corporate borrowers who have to ____2____ their loans, 

which will give banks 51% of their equity in case of default. 

Lenders should then have control and be able to change the 

management. Equity market ____3____ SEBI is reportedly 

also in favour of the idea. Of course, promoters will have to 

buy into this only when they need corporate debt 

restructuring. In plain words, chronic ____4____ have been 

told to shape up or  ____5____ out.

In his December policy speech, RBI governor Raghuram 

Rajan ____6____ on words, when, referring to promoters who 

are habitual defaulters, he said, “ Some are actual frauds: 

sometimes assets have been taken out of the business, 

sometimes money has been transferred abroad.” This 

____7____ was imminent  and is most welcome. Bad debt, 

politely called non-performing assets (NPAs), and CDRs 

taken together have ____8____ to an alarming 10% of total 

lending. This level of stressed assets is unsustainable. They 

also represent huge inflation of project costs. ____9____ 

converting debt into equity and taking control of failed 

projects, the banks will need to take a ____10____ and revise 

project costs down to realistic levels.
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1. (a) lease  (b) affidavit

 (c) refusal  (d) denial 

 (e) covenants

2. (a) release  (b) rearrange

 (c) restructure (d) reshuffle

 (e) reorient

3. (a) watchdog  (b) manager

 (c) bodyguard (d) curator 

 (e) super

4. (a) offender  (b) evader

 (c) hoodlum  (d) defaulters

 (e) culprit

5. (a) route  (b) ship

 (c) keep  (d) hold 

 (e) drop

6. (a) divulged  (b) revealed

 (c) minced  (d) cut

 (e) grinded

7. (a) transformation (b) beginning

 (c) start  (d) crunch 

 (e) crackdown

8. (a) climbed  (b) ascended

 (c) retreated  (d) stood

 (e) floated

9. (a) however  (b) like

 (c) as  (d) while

 (e) when

10. (a) fade  (b) haircut

 (c) tease  (d) thatch

 (e) quill

PASSAGE	-	96
The last four decades have witnessed a process of global 

financial ____1____, which is believed to have ____2____ 

economic development due to easier and cheaper ____3____ 

to capital in international markets. ____4____, the 

unconditional merits of this financial integration process 

have recently begun to come ____5____ scrutiny. A rich body 

of research emphasizes that financial openness is effective 

only under _____6_____ circumstances and average effects 

associated with financial openness _____7____ important 

heterogeneities. The study ____8____ to the financial-

openness literature by empirically investigating the effects 

of capital ____9____ liberalization on corporate and 

sovereign credit rating and examining _____10_____ the 

effects depends on the degree of domestic financial 

development.

1. (a) assimilation (b) combination

 (c) union  (d) accumulation

 (e) integration

2. (a) condemned (b) discouraged

 (c) cultivated  (d) dissuaded

 (e) fostered

3. (a) egress  (b) access 

 (c) approach  (d) demand

 (e) utilization

4. (a) while  (b) nowhere

 (c) thus  (d) however

 (e) given

5. (a) to  (b) under

 (c) around  (d) for

 (e) beneath

6. (a) certain  (b) assured

 (c) confident  (d) unfavorable

 (e) sanguine

7. (a) hide  (b) disguise

 (c) plant  (d) till

 (e) reserve

8. (a) furnishes  (b) opposes

 (c) contributes (d) dispenses

 (e) accords

9. (a) withdrawal (b) formation

 (c) deposits  (d) account

 (e) investment

10. (a) either  (b) moreover

 (c) whether  (d) nevertheless

 (e) nonetheless

PASSAGE	-	97
The principal advantage in having a clear cut objective of 

business is that it does not derail; the enterprise does not 

stray ____1____ the direct route that it has set for ____2____ 

Enterprises with well defined objectives can conveniently 

undertake ____3____ and follow long range development 

policies. Recognition of objectives ____4____ the temptation 

to compromise long range____5____ for short term gains and 

improves coordination in work and consistency in policy.

1. (a) from  (b) on

 (c) along  (d) towards

2. (a) others  (b) industry

 (c) itself  (d) government
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3. (a) production (b) research

 (c) audit  (d) appraisal

4. (a) invites  (b) defer

 (c) shifts  (d) removes

5. (a) objectives (b) loses

 (c) interests  (d) profits

PASSAGE	-	98
In economics, the term recession generally describes the 

reduction of a country's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for 

at least two quarters. A recession is ____1____ by rising 

unemployment, increase in government borrowing, 

____2____, of share and stock prices, and falling investment. 

All of these characteristics have effects on people. Some 

recessions have been anticipated by stock market declines. 

The real  estate market also usually ____3____ before a 

recession. During an economic decline, high ____4____ stocks 

such as financial services, pharmaceuticals and tobacco 

____5____ to hold up better. However, when the economy 

starts to recover growth, stocks tend to recover faster. 

There is significant disagreement about how health care 

and utilities tend to ____6____ In 2008, an economic 

recession was suggested by several important indicators of 

economic downturn. These ____7____ high oil prices, which 

led to ____8____ high food prices due to a dependence of food 

production on petroleum, as well as using food crop 

products such as ethanol and biodiesel as an ____9____ to 

petroleum; and global inflation; a substantial credit crisis 

investment blanks as well ____10____ as commercial banks 

in various, and signs of contemporaneous economic 

downturns in major economics of the world, a global 

recession.

1. (a) imagined   (b) depict 

 (c) shown  (d) visualized 

 (e) characterized

2. (a) Increase   (b) variance 

 (c) more  (d) decrease 

 (e) abundance

3. (a) weakens  (b) initiates 

 (c) awakens  (d) strengthens 

 (e) volatile

4. (a) maintained  (b) yield 

 (c) heavy  (d) result 

 (e) payment

5. (a) are    (b) want

 (c) tend  (d) yearn

 (e) made

6. (a) distribute  (b) recover 

 (c) wait  (d) increased 

 (e) fight

7. (a) meant    (b) show 

 (c) numbered (d) included 

 (e) encompass

8. (a) fearful  (b) dangerous 

 (c) abnormally (d) healthy  

 (e) nutritious

9. (a) alternative  (b) variant 

 (c) substitute (d) element  

 (e) integral

10. (a) wealthy  (b) costly 

 (c) stand  (d) created  

 (e) established

PASSAGE	-	99
Land problems in India continue to attract equal attention 

from policy-makers and academics. The renewed interest 

in land issues ____1____ from the ____2____ impact of 

liberalisation and ____3____ the economy. Tenancy, land 

ceiling and land administration are being ____4____ with a 

new perspective. Among the issues under renewed focus, 

legalizing tenancy, revising the ceiling limits, quality of 

land, meeting the challenge of miniscule holdings that are 

____5____ of marginalisation and land administration are 

____6____ the debate. It sets a background to the emergence 

of land policy in India from pre-Independence and, after 

____7____ it through various phases, maps out the impacts 

and emerging challenges. After an analysis of the 

development of land policy over various planning periods, 

the issues at stake during the 1990s are reviewed. Finally a 

case is made for a new land-policy framework that ____8____ 

reforms to the maintenance of land records, deals with 

____9____ tenancy and non-viable land holdings, and the 

problem of land quality. These issues have ____10____ 

greater importance in the current economic transition in 

rural areas.

1. (a) clears  (b) finds 

 (c) tools  (d) stems 

 (e) fires

2. (a) commenced  (b) perceived 

 (c) migrated  (d) less 

 (e) pioneer

3. (a) agitate  (b) materialise 

 (c) opening up  (d) suffer 

 (e) slope
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4. (a) revisited   (b) renowned 

 (c) used  (d) termed 

 (e) havocked

5. (a) start  (b) level 

 (c) status  (d) inception 

 (e) consequences

6. (a) creating  (b) dominating 

 (c) affecting  (d) waving 

 (e) sequencing

7. (a) passing  (b) turning 

 (c) casting  (d) ignoring 

 (e) tracing

8. (a) includes  (b) discerns 

 (c) likes  (d) detects 

 (e) makes

9. (a) cleared   (b) made 

 (c) concealed  (d) revealed 

 (e) entered

10. (a) planted  (b) tucked 

 (c) reacted  (d) assumed

 (e) screened

PASSAGE	-	100
Unpredictable and difficult weather is quickly becoming 

____1____ of the key reasons behind Indian Army's worrying 

casualty count, as ____2____ another avalanche claimed a 

soldier's life ____3____ the treacherous border with 

Pakistan.The latest tragedy comes just weeks ____4____ 10 

soldiers were buried under snow after their camp in 

northern Siachen glacier ____5____ hit by a major avalanche 

in February.  ____6____  one of  them,  Lance Naik 

Hanamanthappa Koppad, was miraculously pulled out 

____7____ six days after the tragedy, he died a few days 

____8____. On February 27, a civilian porter with the Army 

fell into a deep crevasse in the Siachen glacier and ____9____. 

“We should be ready for more such tragedies,” a senior 

Army officer posted in the region said, pointing out the 

____10____ unpredictability of weather in the higher reaches 

because of global warming and climate change is 

something that is “more the norm than the exception.”

1. (a) two  (b) another

 (c) few  (d) almost

 (e) one

2. (a) yet   (b) now

 (c) another  (d) important

 (e) few

3. (a) apart  (b) separate

 (c) far  (d) along 

 (e) now

4. (a) before  (b) present

 (c) after  (d) next 

 (e) coeval

5. (a) was  (b) has

 (c) have  (d) were

 (e) are

6. (a) during  (b) although

 (c) While  (d) before

 (e) since

7. (a) sluggish  (b) alive

 (c) morose  (d) dispirited

 (e) dull

8. (a) ensuing  (b) before

 (c) earlier  (d) next 

 (e) later

9. (a) continue  (b) improve

 (c) bear  (d) died 

 (e) upon

10. (a) increasing (b) diminishment

 (c) decreasing (d) abridgment

 (e) depletion
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